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This dissertation lays the groundwork for Circadian Computing with a novel

and broad vision of technologies that support and adapt to our innate biological

rhythms. Similar to most terrestrial organisms, human physiology and behav-

ior are shaped by a 24-hour periodicity known as circadian rhythm. Indeed,

almost every neurobehavioral process including our sleep, metabolism, cogni-

tive performance, and mood reflects circadian rhythms. These rhythms ensure

synchronization across different processes and as such, are crucial for our health

and well-being. Persistent circadian disruption increases risk for cancer, obesity,

and cardiovascular diseases. It has been associated with occupational accidents

and serious loss of productivity in the workplace as well. Recent findings have

also started identifying links between circadian disruption and mental illnesses

including bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.

However, in our modern world, circadian disruption is becoming increas-

ingly widespread. The invention of artificial light fundamentally changed our

ancestral sleep and wakeup patterns. Since then, we have gradually moved to-

wards a 24-hour society. The recent development in entertainment and commu-

nication technologies has also resulted in an “always-on” ethos. The resulting

trend is worrisome. Sleep pathologies are reaching an epidemic level with 70%

of the population suffering from significant circadian disruptions.

As a result, recently there has been an increased focus on monitoring and



identifying disruptions in circadian rhythms. However, these methods and

findings are often limited to controlled lab environments. As a result, they are

not adequate for granular monitoring of circadian disruptions in the wild over

a longitudinal period of time. As such, there is a need for novel pervasive tech-

nologies for tracking, monitoring, and modeling circadian disruptions and its

impact in the real world. There is also an opportunity for developing interven-

tion tools for maintaining circadian stability.

This dissertation is a leading step towards the broad vision of circadian-

aware technologies for sensing, adapting to, and stabilizing our innate bio-

logical rhythms. In my PhD work, I have shown the feasibility of bringing a

circadian-aware perspective across different application domains. Specifically,

I have developed and evaluated methods for unobtrusively assessing circadian

disruptions. I have also showed that behavioral and contextual data can be

used for modeling and predicting alertness — a circadian process integral to

our cognitive performance. I have also developed, deployed, and evaluated a

data driven tool focusing on identifying circadian anomalies in patients with

bipolar disorder.

With this groundwork in place, I believe that there is an exciting opportunity

lying ahead for Circadian Computing. In particular, circadian-aware technolo-

gies can potentially reshape a number of application domains including edu-

cation and learning, optimized scheduling, mental health care, and chronother-

apy. I hope this dissertation motivates a circadian perspective in future technol-

ogy development and contributes to the shared effort of improving our produc-

tivity, health, and well-being.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Whatever physiological variables we measure, we usually find that there is a

maximum value at one time of day and a minimum value at another.

Jürgen Aschoff

Time is not just a modern social construct. Temporal structures are etched

into every living creature. Our biological processes vary considerably and pre-

dictably over time. These biological rhythms are a consequence of living on a

rotating planet. Indeed, throughout evolution, the environment has been ever-

changing but with one constant: the earth turns on its axis every 24 hours re-

sulting in periodic changes in light and warmth. As a result, we have evolved

with biological clocks that can anticipate and exploit such periodic changes.

In particular, almost every biological process shows circadian1 rhythms with

a roughly 24 hour period. Our sleep and waking behaviors perhaps are the

most obvious examples of such circadian processes. These rhythms enforce a

“programmed regularity” [120] and ensure synchronization across different pro-

cesses that are critical to our health and well-being. As a result, recently there

has been an increased focus on monitoring and identifying disruptions in circa-

dian rhythms. However, these recent methods and findings are often limited to

controlled lab environments leaving a gap in knowledge and applicability when

it comes to real-world settings.

Ubiquitous technologies can help to address this gap. Specifically, the rise of

phones and wearables around the globe provides an unprecedented opportu-

1The word circadian comes from circa (approximately) and diem (a day).
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nity in data collection, modeling, and appropriate interventions. Furthermore,

a circadian-centric perspective in technology development can fundamentally

reshape our daily interactions with technologies. Imagine your devices and

smart-home environment nudging you towards an optimal sleep schedule so

that you do not suffer from jet lag after your upcoming travel next week or your

calendar scheduling daily tasks with appropriate difficulties given your person-

alized rhythms of cognitive performance. Indeed, circadian-aware technologies

can fundamentally reshape the domain of ubiquitous and personalized compu-

tation.

However, there is much to be done to make these possibilities a reality.

Towards this goal, in this dissertation, I will introduce the concept of Circa-

dian Computing — technologies that support and adapt to our innate biological

rhythms. In concrete terms, the main goals of Circadian Computing are three-

fold: i) developing low-cost and scalable methods for data collection that can

complement and extend lab based sleep and circadian rhythms research find-

ings, ii) modeling and predicting in-situ changes in circadian processes based

on passively sensed data from real-world setups, iii) designing and developing

interventions focusing on overall stability and optimizing performance (both

cognitive and physical) in accordance with our circadian rhythms.

This dissertation will not be able to cover every aspect of Circadian Comput-

ing given its broad vision and goals. Instead, I have strived to lay the ground-

work here through the development of novel methods and findings with a fo-

cus on showing the feasibility of bringing a circadian-aware perspective across

different application domains. The leitmotif of this dissertation, thus, revolves

around identifying limitations of existing tools given a particular context, de-

2



veloping a novel technical solution grounded in theories from chronobiology to

address those limitations, and then deploying it in the real-world to evaluate its

performance.

1.1 Motivation

Like every other terrestrial organism, human physiology follows circadian

rhythms. Indeed, almost every neurobehavioral process ebbs and flows over

a 24 hour period. Our body clocks also vary between individuals, from prover-

bial “early birds” (early types) to “night owls” (late types). These individual

differences can significantly impact the timing of our biological processes. For

example, the peak alertness or the optimal timing of sleep considerably varies

from one person to another. In other words, when it comes to our physiology,

there are two different dimensions of time — internal time and external (social)

time.

When our body clocks are disrupted, it results in misalignment between in-

ternal and external time. For example, a late type being forced to wake up early

will result in a misalignment between her internal and external time. Similarly,

shift-work can also induce circadian misalignments. Persistent circadian dis-

ruptions can have devastating effects on our health and overall well-being. For

example, circadian disruption over a long period of time has been associated

with breast cancer [142]. Kubo et al. [122] also found that men doing rotat-

ing shift-work — which result in considerable misalignments — are three times

more likely to develop prostate cancer. Indeed, based on existing evidence, the

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has concluded that “shift-
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work that involves circadian disruption is probably carcinogenic to humans”

[215].

Circadian disruption has been associated with a range of mental illnesses

including alcohol and substance abuses [192, 96], anxiety disorder [171],

schizophrenia[241], and bipolar disorder [94]. In particular, the role of circa-

dian disruption in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder is well-established. Sleep

and circadian disruptions are one of the most common symptoms for patients

with schizophrenia [173]. Similarly, circadian instability can also trigger relapse

onset in patients with bipolar disorder [94]. A number of recent studies have

also linked schizophrenia [26] and bipolar disorder [22, 134] with “clock genes”

(genes involved in generation of circadian rhythms).

Our metabolic processes follow circadian rhythms as well. As a result, per-

sistent circadian disruptions can have adverse impact on our metabolic systems.

A number of studies have associated circadian misalignment with obesity and

diabetes [200, 196]. Similarly, it can also increase the risk of cardiovascular dis-

eases significantly [116]. For younger generation, circadian disruption can in-

crease the risk of drug and alcohol use [238, 217]. It can also result in cognitive

impairments and learning deficits [37].

However, in our modern world, circadian disruption is getting increasingly

widespread. The invention of artificial light fundamentally changed our an-

cestral sleep and wakeup patterns [61]. Since then, we have gradually moved

towards a 24-hour society. Indeed, around 15–20% of total workforce in most

industrial societies are shift-workers [27]. The recent development in enter-

tainment and communication technologies has also resulted in an “always-on”

ethos, which has potentially exacerbated the situation. Based on a large scale

4



study, Roenneberg et al. [196] found that 70% of the population suffer from sig-

nificant circadian disruptions. Sleep pathologies — often indicative of circadian

misalignments — are reaching an epidemic level affecting 50–70 million people

in the USA alone [164]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

declared insufficient sleep to be a public health problem in 2015 [72]. Sleep and

circadian issues also result in enormous economic burden. Hafner et al. [91]

reported that the yearly economic loss caused by insufficient sleep amounts to

a staggering $411 billion in the USA.

Given this wide-ranging adverse effects of sleep and circadian disruptions

on well-being and productivity, there has been an increased focus on monitor-

ing and better understanding effects of circadian misalignments. While this has

lead to significant advances in untangling the biological underpinning of circa-

dian disruptions, these studies are often done in artificial setups (e.g., keeping

participants in artificial light-dark cycles where they are required to periodically

provide blood and saliva samples). These methods are, understandably, not

scalable to a large population. To address these issues, researchers have used

subjective assessments and surveys including Munich ChronoType Question-

naire (MCTQ) [238]. However, these assessment methods introduce a different

set of challenges regarding data quality and coverage. In particular, subjective

assessment methods are difficult to deploy for a longitudinal study given the

user burden. Furthermore, these methods are also not ideal when it comes to

granular tracking of instantaneous changes. As such, chronobiologists have re-

peatedly point out the need for new methodologies that will allow in-situ and

real-time data collection over a long period of time, across various time-zones

and geographical locations [194].
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Pervasive and ubiquitous technologies can help to address these issues.

Phones and wearables are getting computationally more powerful with added

sensing capabilities. As a result, these devices can provide new ways of in-

situ monitoring of circadian disruptions. Furthermore, they have been adopted

around the world, which can help to address issues related to large scale de-

ployments. Indeed, around 3.9 billion people have access to phones today and

this number is expected to rise to 6.8 billion by 2022 [63]. Widespread availabil-

ity of these sensor-rich platforms opens up a compelling opportunity to not only

bridge the gap between lab based chronobiological findings and real-world im-

plications but also further untangle the relationships between circadian rhythms

and behavioral cues. This dissertation is a leading step towards this vision.

Specifically, in this dissertation, I will introduce the concept of Circadian Com-

puting. The goal of Circadian Computing is to design and develop pervasive

and ubiquitous technologies that can understand and adapt to one’s underly-

ing biological rhythms. For example, can we passively monitor and comple-

ment the ebb and flow of one’s alertness — a circadian process critical to our

cognitive performance? Circadian Computing, thus, moves beyond the incom-

plete assumptions about steady capabilities and fixed requirements of its users

throughout the day. In doing so, it significantly broadens the scope and focus of

ubiquitous and personalized computing.

1.1.1 Research Questions and Contributions

With this broad vision in mind, throughout my PhD, I have pursued a num-

ber of research questions focusing on advancing the current state of technology

6



design and development. In this dissertation, I will particularly focus on the re-

search questions summarized in Table 1.1. I believe these research questions ad-

equately represent my overall contributions and also provide the groundwork

for next steps of Circadian Computing.

# Research Question How The Dissertation Addressed It

1

Can we develop a scalable method for
passively assessing and monitoring
circadian disruptions over a long
period of time?

Development of a phone usage based
algorithm that can accurately
infer circadian disruptions (Chapter 3)

2
How can we model and predict the
rhythms of a circadian process
in the real-world setup?

Development and deployment of an
unobtrusive method for assessing
alertness — a circadian process critical
for cognitive performances (Chapter 4)

3
How can we design and develop
tools that can help to maintain
circadian stability?

Design, development and deployment
of MoodRhythm — a phone based
application for inferring stability in
bipolar disorder (Chapter 5).

Table 1.1: A summary of research questions and studies I have conducted
to address them

Contributions

To answer these research questions, I have undertaken a number of user studies.

They involved designing and developing of novel technologies as well as eval-

uating their performance in real-world setups by deploying over appropriate

study populations. These studies have resulted in novel artifacts, methodol-

ogy, and empirical findings. In particular, these methodologies and findings

bring a circadian-aware perspective to a number of different application do-

mains. These studies, thus, provide the basis of Circadian Computing and also

identify its potential scope and opportunities.
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Specifically, in this dissertation, I have made the following contributions:

• I have designed and developed a phone usage based method to unobtru-

sively assess sleep and circadian disruptions (chapter 4). This method has

been used and replicated by others in a large scale study [48].

• I have developed a phone based data collection framework for monitoring

patterns of alertness — a circadian process crucial to our cognitive perfor-

mance. Based on these data, I showed that a number of factors including

time of the day, body clock type, sleep, and stimulant intake can signifi-

cantly influence alertness. Furthermore, I have developed and validated

a predictive model for inferring alertness using behavioral and contextual

features (chapter 5).

• Focusing on maintaining circadian stability in mental health, I have de-

veloped MoodRhythm — a phone application that uses passive sensing

data for continuous and unobtrusive monitoring of behavioral and contex-

tual features that might indicate circadian disruptions in bipolar disorder

(chapter 5).

Most of the work as presented in this dissertation has been published in a

number of prominent conferences and journals. For example, I have published

multiple papers in the ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and

Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) [3, 159], the International Conference on

Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services (MobileHCI)

[139, 160] (along with a best paper award for [160]), IEEE Computer [137], Assess-

ment [138], and the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association

(JAMIA) [2]. I have also co-authored a book chapter on Circadian Computing

[4].
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1.2 Dissertation Overview

I have organized this dissertation into the following six chapters.

In chapter 1 (Introduction), I have provided the high-level motivation be-

hind Circadian Computing. The chapter also details the research questions I

have pursued and the specific contributions I have made throughout my PhD.

Furthermore, I have explained how these contributions provide the basis for

next steps in Circadian Computing.

In chapter 2 (Background), I will provide the theoretical underpinnings of

my research. Drawing from chronobiology, I will introduce new vocabulary,

definitions, and terminologies that will be used in the remainder of the disser-

tation. This chapter also details the current findings regarding the critical im-

portance of circadian stability for our overall health and well-being. I will sum-

marize the existing tools used for sensing circadian misalignments and identify

their limitations as well.

In chapter 3 (Passive Sensing of Chronotype and Circadian Disruptions), I

will describe a novel method for unobtrusively assessing chronotype and cir-

cadian disruptions using phone usage data. I will evaluate the performance of

this method by using data from a study spanning 97 days over 9 participants. I

will also explain how these method and findings broaden the scope of Circadian

Computing.

In chapter 4 (Predicting Rhythms of Alertness), I will focus on alertness —

a complex biological process that reflects circadian rhythms. For this, I will

first detail a phone based data collection framework for monitoring patterns of
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alertness in the real-world setup. Based on this data, I will then present findings

about factors that influence alertness. Further, I will develop and evaluate mod-

els to predict alertness using behavioral and contextual data. I will also detail

how being able to predict alertness can have significant impact across different

application domains including occupational safety.

In chapter 5 (Circadian Disruption and Bipolar Disorder), I will describe how

maintaining circadian stability is crucial for illness management of patients with

bipolar disorder. I will also identify how existing clinical tools are inadequate

for monitoring circadian stability of the patients over a long period of time. I

will then describe MoodRhythm — a phone application focusing on overcom-

ing the limitations of these existing tools. I will also explain how the sensing

data collected by MoodRhythm can be used for automated and unobtrusive

monitoring of circadian stability of the patients.

Chapter 6 (Discussion) is the concluding chapter. Here, I will revisit some of

the key assumptions I have made throughout this dissertation as well as sum-

marizing the contributions. I will also identify opportunities for coming up with

new methodologies for better monitoring of circadian factors (e.g., by taking

light exposure into account). I will conclude by identifying future opportunities

with a specific focus on interventions grounded in theories from chronobiology.

I will also describe potential applications of circadian-aware technologies in a

number of new domains, thus further broadening the scope of Circadian Com-

puting.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, I will provide the background for Circadian Computing. My

vision for Circadian Computing is highly interdisciplinary — my PhD work

has drawn from chronobiology1, sleep research, mental health care, ubiquitous

computing, and mobile sensing. As such, it is not feasible to provide an exhaus-

tive review of related works from all these domains. Instead, my intention here

is to set up the appropriate context that motivated this dissertation.

Towards this goal, I will start with a brief history of research into sleep and

circadian rhythms. I will also point out that circadian rhythms provide an evo-

lutionary advantage by enabling organisms to predict and adapt to periodical

changes in external environment. I will then describe the endogenous and self-

sustaining nature of our circadian system and how it uses external cues to get

synchronized with the environment. Circadian rhythms are crucial for our cog-

nitive and physical functioning. I will detail how circadian disruption can neg-

atively impact our overall health and well-being. Specifically, I will review the

current evidence regarding the association between circadian disruption and

increased risk of cancer, diabetes, and obesity. I will also point out how sleep

and circadian disruption is often the most common symptoms of a number of

mental illnesses including schizophrenia.

As such, continuous assessment of circadian disruption is important for both

individual well-being and public health. In this chapter, I will review the exist-

ing methods for assessing circadian markers and disruptions. I will group these

assessment methods into three broad categories: i) physiological marker based

1Chronobiology is an interdisciplinary field that studies biological rhythms.
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assessment (e.g., melatonin from blood samples), ii) survey based assessment

(e.g., Munich ChronoType Questionnaire or MCTQ), and iii) ubiquitous tech-

nology based assessment (e.g., actigraphy and phone). These existing methods

are often inadequate when it comes to continuous and real-time assessment of

circadian disruptions over a longitudinal period of time across a large popula-

tion. Circadian Computing aims to bridge this gap by providing scalable sens-

ing methods that can collect granular and real-time data about our circadian

processes and disruptions. It also aims to provide effective intervention meth-

ods that will minimize circadian disruption.

2.1 Biological Rhythms

The earth’s rotation around its axis results in geophysical cycles including daily,

seasonal, and annual rhythms. The changes across these geophysical cycles pro-

vide temporal cues crucial for our biological survival and success [73]. In partic-

ular, nearly every organism takes advantage of the predictable environmental

changes (e.g., light and warmth) resulting from daily cycles. Organisms main-

tain circadian clocks to anticipate periodic changes in their external environ-

ments. These circadian clocks provide an evolutionary advantage by enabling

better adaptation to the periodic oscillations of external resources [172].

The association of biological processes and 24-hour periodicity has a long

history. In 1729, de Mairan reported the circadian rhythms in leaf movement

[52]. In this experiment, he kept a plant in constant darkness and found that

even without external stimuli its leaf movement showed daily periodicity. This

reflects the endogenous nature of circadian clocks. In last few decades, chrono-

biologists have identified circadian processes in almost every terrestrial organ-
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ism.

Research on understanding circadian factors in human biology and behav-

ior started relatively recently. Nathanial Kleitman [115] (“the father of modern

sleep research”) looked into the effects of living on a 21 hour and 28 hour sched-

ules. In 1970s, Jürgen Aschoff [12] investigated how sleep and other biological

processes changed if a participant was kept in constant condition and isolated

from temporal cues. For this, the scientists built a bunker into a hill in Andechs

as an isolation facility. Since then, a number of ground-breaking studies have

helped us understand the biological clocks in humans.

These clocks result in endogenous and self-sustaining biological rhythms.

That is, even without external stimuli (e.g., when kept in constant light or dark

conditions), our biological processes can sustain a period of approximately 24

hours. This period length when our circadian system is not influenced by any

external temporal cues is known as free-running period (or tau, τ). The free-

running period for most human is slightly longer than 24 hours — Czeisler et

al. [50] reported it to be 24.18 hours on average.

However, we do not live in constant light or dark conditions. Our circa-

dian system is usually not free-running as it synchronizes with external environ-

ment using temporal cues. This process of synchronization with external time

is known as entrainment2. The environmental cues for entrainment are known

as zeitgeber3. Light is the most important zeitgeber [51]. Other environmental

factors can also act as zeitgebers. For example, meal timing [234] and exercise

[239] can shift our circadian phase.

2The word entrainment came from the french term entraı̂ner [227]. It means carrying over.
3Zeitgeber is a German word, which means time-giver (zeit: time, geber: giver).
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Our circadian system is a hierarchical one. Almost every cell in mammals

contains self-sustained circadian clocks [54]. Most peripheral tissues and organs

also have their own circadian oscillators (peripheral clocks) [150]. All these clocks

get synchronized by a central pacemaker — the Suprachiasmatic Nucleus (SCN)

located in hypothalamus [54]. In other words, SCN acts “like the conductor

of an orchestra, [to] keep the ensemble of human body beating to a collective

time”. SCN plays a crucial role in entrainment to synchronize the internal and

external (environmental) time.

The phase difference between internal and external time is known as the

phase of entrainment. The difference in the phase of entrainment across individu-

als results in different chronotypes [199]. In other words, some of us are innately

early types (“lark”), while others are late types (“night owl”). Chronotype is a

phenotype, so it is determined by both genetics [229] and environmental factors

[199]. For example, age and gender can influence chronotype [193]. Children

usually are early chronotypes but becomes increasingly late types as they grow

up with a peak around the age of 20 [197]. In other words, we reach maximum

“lateness” around the age of 20, which has been suggested as the end marker of

adolescence [198]. After that, we progressively become early chronotypes as we

get older. On average, adults older than 60 years tend to have earlier chrono-

types than the children. Similarly, gender can also influence chronotypes. Men

tend to have later chronotypes compared to women [197]. However, the gender

difference disappears after the age of 50 — the average age of menopause onset.
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Figure 2.1: Sleep onset and duration depends on our circadian system,
homeostatic sleep pressure, and social behavior.

2.1.1 Sleep and Wakefulness Cycle

Sleep and wakefulness cycle is perhaps the most ubiquitous and prominent ex-

ample of biological rhythm. The regulation of sleep and wake behavior relies

on two different biological mechanisms: i) the circadian system that determines

the periodic and optimal time frame for sleep, and ii) the homeostatic sleep

pressure that increases with the duration of time awake. In other words, the

circadian process maintains the rhythm of sleep propensity with a 24 hour pe-

riod, while the homeostatic sleep pressure depends on how long an individual

has been awake. The interaction between these two processes determine when

an individual goes to sleep and wakes up. Borbély [28] defined this as the two

process model of sleep regulation.
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However, we are also social animals and our behavior often gets influenced

by our social relationships and responsibilities. This is true for sleep as well.

Sleep onset and duration depends on our social behavior. In other words, as

shown in Figure 2.1, sleep is determined by three complicated factors: our cir-

cadian system, homeostatic sleep pressure, and social behavior. These factors

can be highly personalized depending on one’s genetic makeup, age, gender,

and environmental setups. As such, not all of us can, or should, follow “early to

bed and early to rise” lifestyle since it might not align with innate our circadian

systems.

2.2 Circadian Disruption

Our circadian system gets disrupted when our behavior and environmental

cues are not aligned with our internal time. For example, travel across time-

zones or imposed sleep-wake behaviors at inappropriate times can cause circa-

dian disruptions. In our modern society, such disruptions are becoming quite

common across the population. In particular, shift-workers are known to suf-

fer from chronic circadian disruptions and around 15–20% of total workforce in

most industrial societies are shift-workers [27].

Beyond shift-workers, circadian disruption is common among general pop-

ulation as well. Using data from around 55,000 participants, Roenneberg et al.

[196] found that 70% of the population show sleep-wake behaviors indicative

of circadian misalignments. Specifically, there is a significant discrepancy be-

tween sleep onset and duration across workdays and weekends. For example,

late chronotypes suffer from “sleep debt” on weekdays as their social responsi-
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bilities force them to wake up early. They compensate this accumulated sleep

debt by sleeping significantly more during weekends. This is similar to having

jet lag that would result from traveling across time zones westerly on Friday

evening and then returning back on Monday morning. Roenneberg et al. [196]

termed this circadian disruption as social jet lag.

2.2.1 Impact on Health

Chronic circadian misalignment can cause serious health and well-being issues

[183]. Sleep and circadian disruption impairs our overall immune system [128]

which can have serious clinical implications. Circadian disruption can increase

the risk of cardiovascular disease. In particular, shift-work has been associated

with myocardial infarction and ischaemic stroke [231].

Long term circadian disruption can also result in an increased risk of cancer.

From a meta-analysis, Megdal et al. [142] concluded that long term night shift-

workers are 48% more likely to get breast cancer (relative risk (RR) of 1.48 with

95% confidence interval 1.36–1.91). A number of studies have similarly associ-

ated circadian disruption with increased risk of prostate and colorectal cancer

[233]. Indeed, International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) from World

Health Organization has concluded that “shift-work that involves circadian dis-

ruption is probably carcinogenic to humans” based on existing evidence [215].

Circadian misalignment also disrupts our metabolic system. As such, it can

result in higher risk for metabolic syndrome, obesity, and type 2 diabetes [209].

Roenneberg et al. [196] also found that social jet lag is associated with increased

body mass index (BMI).
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2.2.2 Impact on Cognitive Performance

Circadian disruption can also cause serious deficit in cognitive performance. In

particular, alertness — a key biological process underlying our cognitive per-

formance — reflects circadian rhythms [223]. Sleep deprivation and circadian

disruption can result in poor alertness and physical reaction time [221]. Indeed,

Lamond et al. [125] found that the decline in cognitive performance after 20–

25 hours of wakefulness is equivalent to blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of

0.10%. To compare, in New York State, a BAC of more than 0.05% is considered

as “impaired” and 0.08% is considered as “intoxicated” [165]. In other words,

the effects of sustained sleep deprivation and circadian disruption on cognitive

performance is similar (or worse) to being intoxicated.

The lack of alertness and fatigue issues have broader implications for well-

being as well. Around 10 – 30% of fatal road accidents happen due to driver

fatigue resulting in 1,550 deaths, 71,000 injuries, and $12.5 billion in monetary

losses per year in the US [74]. Sleep and circadian issues also result in serious

productivity loss in workplace. Hafner et al. [91] reported that the yearly eco-

nomic loss caused by insufficient sleep amounts to a staggering $411 billion in

the USA alone.

Sleep and circadian disruption also adversely impact memory and learning

capabilities. In particular, hippocampal-dependent learning and memory form-

ing strongly reflects circadian influence [210]. Gerstner et al. [84] hypothesized

that long-term memory formation and circadian rhythmicity shares common

mechanism. Based on data from airline flight crews, Cho [43] concluded that

chronic jet lag causes temporal lobe atrophy, which might result in memory im-

pairment and amensia [30].
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2.2.3 Impact on Mental Illnesses

Circadian disruption has been associated with a number of mental illnesses

including alcohol and substance abuses [192, 96], anxiety disorder [171],

schizophrenia [241], and bipolar disorder [94]. For example, sleep and circa-

dian disruption impacts around 30–80% of patients with schizophrenia, making

it one of the most common and consistent feature of the illness [46, 173]. Circa-

dian disruption has been associated with bipolar disorder as well. In particular,

sleep deprivation and circadian anomalies can trigger manic episode in patients

with bipolar disorder [95]. A decreased need for sleep is also considered as a

fundamental marker of mania phase [179].

A number of recent genetic studies have provided a deeper insight into the

link between circadian clocks and mental illnesses. Specifically, these studies

have associated schizophrenia with clock genes (genes involved in the generation

of biological rhythms). Similar link between bipolar disorder and clock genes

has also been established. For example, Benedetti et al. [22] reported association

between a variant of clock gene Per3 and early onset of bipolar disorder.

Furthermore, some researchers now hypothesize that sleep and circadian

disruptions are not just limited to the pathology of mental illnesses, but might be

more directly involved in disease etiology [106]. For example, Menet et al. [143]

suggested that disruption in circadian system might be an underlying cause of

the development of a number mental illnesses including bipolar disorder, de-

pression, schizophrenia, and addiction. Lewis et al. [132] also suggested that

sleep and circadian disruption might trigger postpartum psychosis in vulnera-

ble women.
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Methods Example Instrumentation Considerations
Core body
temperature Rectal thermometer [154]

Not scalable and
very invasive

Melatonin
Blood (serum and plasma),
saliva, and urine [149]

Invasive and difficult
to deploy at scale

Physiological
markers Cortisol

Blood, hair, saliva, urine,
or feces [145]

Invasive and difficult
to deploy at scale

Gene expression
Blood sample [104],
hair follicle [5]

Requires special
hardware for data
collection making it
infeasible to deploy
at scale

Sleep Journal
Journaling of sleep
onset and duration [247]

Can be unreliable
due to potential
non-adherence and
unreliable recall

Self-assessment
Surveys

Munich
ChronoType
Questionnaire
(MCTQ)

MCTQ for assessing
chronotype and
social jet lag [199]

Unreliable recall can be
a problem. Also, not
suitable for tracking
granular changes

Heart rate
ECG (electrocardiography)
[216], Wearables (e.g.,
Apple Watch [10])

Not a very reliable
marker as external
factors (e.g.,
carbohydrate intake)
can influence it [119]

Ubiquitous
Technology Activity

Accelereometer based
sleep and circadian
rhythm monitoring [7]

Requires users to
wear special devices
all the time, so
non-adherence
can be a problem

Mobile sensing
Smartphone usage
patterns and sensors [3]

Participants must carry
their phones consistently

Table 2.1: Existing methods for assessing circadian phase markers and
disruptions

2.3 Assessment of Chronotype and Circadian Disruption

Given the crucial role of circadian rhythms in our health and well-being, there

has been an increased focus on tracking circadian disruption. In this section,

I will detail the most commonly used methods for assessing chronotypes and

identifying circadian disruption.
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2.3.1 Physiological Marker Based Assessment

Variation in our biochemical processes can be used as robust markers of cir-

cadian rhythms. For example, core body temperature (CBT) has been widely

used to track circadian phase in individuals [50]. Humans, similar to other

homeothermic organisms, maintains core body temperature through a complex

thermoregulatory feedback system. CBT reflects a robust circadian trend [186]

— it reaches maximum temperature during the day, begins to decrease at the

onset of sleep, and drops to a minimum during major sleep phase (e.g., about 2

hours before waking up). CBT, as such, can be used as a reliable biomarker of

circadian phase of an individual.

However, measuring CBT is very challenging. The most accurate method for

assessing CBT is through rectal probing [50, 154]. Given its highly intrusive na-

ture, a number of recent studies have focused on developing alternative meth-

ods for assessing CBT. For example, Niedermann et al. [162] used non-invasive

wearable sensors tracking skin temperature, heat flux, and heart rate to predict

CBT. However, the accuracy of these non-invasive approaches depend on envi-

ronmental and physical conditions. For example, sweating can cause inaccurate

assessment [243]. As such, using CBT as circadian phase marker in a scalable

and unobtrusive way is still not feasible.

Melatonin and cortisol have also been used to track circadian phase. Mela-

tonin is a hormone secreted by the pineal gland. Its level can indicate the onset

of biological night [187] — melatonin concentration is low during the day and

higher at night [44, 50]. Also, longer periods of darkness has been associated

with longer duration of melatonin secretion [44]. Melatonin is considered as one

of the most reliable markers of circadian phase. It is robust against a number of
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external factors [149]. Cortisol is another hormone that reflects circadian trend

[117]. Though, cortisol is a less robust marker than melatonin since a number of

external factors including stress can influence it [147].

Melatonin concentration can be inferred from blood (serum and plasma),

saliva, or urine [149]. Cortisol levels can also be measured from blood, hair,

saliva, urine, or feces [145]. To identify circadian phase of an individual, re-

searchers take frequent samples over the day. For example, Czeisler et al. [50]

measured melatonin from blood samples every 20 to 60 minutes to calculate the

intrinsic period of the human circadian pacemaker. However, outside of a lab-

oratory, taking periodic blood, saliva, or urine samples poses serious practical

challenges. Furthermore, storing these biological samples for later chromatog-

raphy and/or mass spectrometry analysis can also be burdensome and costly.

As a result, these methods are not suitable for in the wild studies.

A few recent studies have used gene expression for assessing circadian

phase. Hughey et al. [104] developed ZeitZeiger that uses machine learn-

ing algorithms to predict circadian phase from genome-wide gene expression

in human blood. However, given the difficulty in collecting blood samples,

ZeitZeiger might be difficult to deploy at scale. Akashi et al. [5], on the other

hand, used gene expression in hair follicle cells to infer circadian phase. In their

study, it was sufficient to get 1–10 scalp hairs or 1–5 facial hairs to accurately

detect circadian phase [136].

Compared to melatonin based methods using blood or saliva samples, this

is significantly less intrusive. Furthermore, the required sampling frequency to

accurately track circadian phase using this method is also significantly lower

than melatonin based methods [136]. However, gene expression based methods
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are often costly to deploy over large population. Measuring gene expression in

the wild can be particularly challenging in terms of logistics. For example, these

methods often employ polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which requires special

hardware and devices.

2.3.2 Survey Based Assessment

Due to logistical limitations, methods using physiological markers for inferring

chronotype and circadian disruption have been mostly limited to small-scale

laboratory studies. To address these issues, recent studies have used survey

based assessments. For example, sleep journal based methods have been widely

used for inferring circadian stability. Zee et al. [247] used data from sleep diary

to identify clinical cases of circadian disruptions. However, data from sleep

journals can be unreliable due to recall error and non-adherence.

Horne et al. [99] developed Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ)

to categorize individuals into morning or evening personality types. MEQ fo-

cuses on assessing subjective daily preference. As Roenneberg [195] pointed out,

daily preference is different from chronotype, which is measured from phase

of entrainment. To infer chronotype and social jet lag, Roenneberg et al. [199]

developed Munich ChronoType Questionnaire (MCTQ).

Munich Chronotype Questionnaire (MCTQ)

MCTQ collects data about sleep and wake behavior for both work and free days.

From this data, the mid-sleep point on free day (MSF) — the half-way time
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point between sleep onset and waking up — is calculated as one’s chronotype.

However, most people accumulate sleep debt on work days and compensate

it by sleeping more on free days. For calculating chronotype, MCTQ corrects

for the oversleep during free days and chronotype is assessed as the corrected

mid-sleep point (MS FS C):

MS FS C = MS F − 0.5 (S DF − (5 ∗ S DW + 2 ∗ S DF)/7)

Here, S DF and S DW are the average sleep duration on free days and work-

days, respectively. The term (5 ∗ S DW + 2 ∗ S DF)/7 is the weighted average sleep

duration per night. Given that age and gender can influence chronotype distri-

bution, MS FS C can be further corrected for these factors [197]. The assessment

from MCTQ shows strong correlation with MEQ [246]. MCTQ has also been val-

idated against sleep logs, actimetry, and biomarkers including melatonin and

cortisol [197].

These survey-based methods are significantly easier to deploy beyond the

controlled environment of a laboratory. However, they also pose a number of

challenges in terms of data accuracy and user burden. Survey based methods

are subject to recall errors. Also, longitudinal tracking of circadian phase using

these surveys is difficult. Furthermore, these methods lead to infrequent data

sampling. As such, instantaneous detection of sleep and circadian disruption

based on survey data is often infeasible.
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2.3.3 Ubiquitous Technology Based Assessment

Ubiquitous technology can enable in-situ and broad-data collection strategy for

better tracking of circadian disruptions over a long period of time. Specifically,

these technologies can enable reliable tracking of sleep-wake behavior, which in

turn can be used for determining circadian patterns and disruptions. For exam-

ple, actigraphy — a wearable device — has been widely used in clinical studies

focusing on sleep and circadian disruption [7]. Actigraphy devices continu-

ously collect accelerometry data, which can be used to determine sleep onset

and wake up patterns. Actigraphy based sleep methods are robust and have

been validated against polysomnography (PSG) [202]. Actigraphy is less inva-

sive than most of the physiological marker based methods mentioned earlier.

However, the requirement of wearing a specialized device throughout all

day and night is not ideal. Actigraphy devices can also be quite costly. Further-

more, retrieving data from actigraphy devices can be time-consuming and not

ideal for real-time tracking. As such, using actigraphy for a large scale tracking

of circadian patterns over a long period of time can be quite problematic due to

device-burden and wear-compliance issues.

Heart rate also reflects circadian rhythm and can potentially be used to track

circadian misalignment. For example, Taillard et al. [216] proposed to use heart

rate as a biological marker of misalignment in major depression. Given that a

number of recent wearables including Apple Watch [10] tracks heart rate, it can

potentially be used for continuous and scalable assessment of circadian disrup-

tion in the field. However, heart rate based method is not very stable given that

a number of external factors can influence it. For example, high carbohydrate

intake can significantly elevate heart rate and as a result, can mask circadian
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phase change [119].

Phone Based Assessment

Given the deep reach of phones in our daily lives and their ever increasing sens-

ing capabilities, a number of recent studies have proposed phone based meth-

ods for assessing sleep. For example, Hao et al. [92] proposed iSleep frame-

work that uses phone microphone to collect audio data for inferring sleep re-

lated events (e.g., moving and snoring). Based on data from 7 participants over

51 nights, their system achieved 90% accuracy in sleep-related event classifica-

tion. Similarly, Krejcar et al. [121] developed wakeNsmile application, that uses

audio data to infer sleep stages.

Chen et al. [42] used a number of phone usage features (e.g., recharging

and screen unlocking) along with environmental cues (e.g., ambient sound and

light) to predict sleep duration. They evaluated the proposed algorithm in a

week long study with 5 graduate students and 3 visiting scholars. Based on this

data, their model on average can estimate sleep duration within 42 minutes of

ground-truth. Min et al. [148] used sound, light, movement, screen state, app

usage, and battery status to classify sleep state and quality. Based on data from

27 participants over a month, their proposed methods can infer sleep state with

93.06% accuracy. Saeb et al. [203] developed a two-stage algorithm to infer sleep

event from phone sensor data. They deployed their system over 207 participants

for 6 weeks. From this data, their proposed algorithm achieved 81.8% accuracy.

While these studies have resulted in novel sleep detection algorithms, these

methods often are computationally expensive and as a result can cause serious
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battery drainage. As such, these methods can interfere with the normal daily

use of phones. Some of these methods also use audio data, which can be privacy

sensitive. More importantly, none of these studies considered circadian factors.

Given that our circadian system underpins our sleep and wake behaviors, these

studies at best get half the picture. For example, sleep issues might be symptoms

of a misaligned biological system and methods focusing on sleep events alone

will not be very effective.

As such, the existing methods for tracking sleep and circadian factors are not

adequate. Specifically, they are not capable to facilitate long term and granular

data collection critical to better understand the impact of circadian factors in

our day to day lives. Till Roenneberg, as usual, eloquently conveys this point

(emphasize mine):

“Researchers have made great advances in understanding which

neurotransmitters and brain regions are involved in sleep, and how the

timings of sleep and wakefulness are controlled by an internal (circadian)

clock, among other things. Yet we still do not have answers to the most basic

questions. It is not really understood, for instance, what sleep is for, how

much is optimal, how sleep quality can be measured and predicted, or

the role of genetic and environmental factors in determining ideal

sleeping patterns. One reason for this lack of understanding is that most

of what is known about sleep comes from laboratory studies [...]
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Assessments of sleep are also often based on subjective responses to

questions about how ’well’ people feel after they have slept, or whether

they think they experienced a good night’s sleep. To learn about sleep in

the real world, and to establish how to manage sleep to improve

productivity, health and quality of life, we need a multidisciplinary

’human sleep project’ [...]

A key goal of a human sleep project would be to identify simple, effective

indicators that sidestep the need for cumbersome electrodes, or for blood

or saliva samples, which are used to obtain conventional markers of

circadian rhythms, such as the hormone melatonin”. [194]

That is, there is an explicit need for technologies that will track behavioral,

sleep, and circadian data in the wild. These technologies also have to be scalable

and unobtrusive, so that they can be be deployed across a large population over

a long period of time. And, this is where Circadian Computing comes in.

Specifically, Circadian Computing aims to develop novel scalable methods

for continuous and in-situ monitoring of sleep and circadian disruptions. By

leveraging widely-used sensor rich platforms including phones and wearables,

it also focuses on collecting data about relevant behaviors and contexts. Being

able to collect in-situ data over a longitudinal period of time can help to bridge

the gap between findings from the controlled environment of a laboratory and

the implications in the real world. In chapter 4, I will describe such a scalable

and data driven method for tracking sleep and circadian disruptions. Specif-

ically, I will show how phone usage patterns can be used to accurately infer

chronotype, social jet lag, and sleep inertia.

Circadian Computing is not limited to technologies that only monitor sleep.
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Our circadian system influences biological processes beyond sleep as well. In-

deed, almost every neurobehavioral process reflects circadian rhythm. Cir-

cadian misalignment, thus, can negatively impact these biological processes,

which in turn can disrupt our daily behaviors and undermine our capabilities.

However, the link between circadian disruption and its impact on our capabil-

ities in the wild is under-explored. Circadian Computing can help to untangle

this complex relationship by developing data driven methods that can model

and predict the impact of disruptions on the outcomes of a circadian process. In

chapter 5, I will describe such method for modeling and predicting alertness —

a key circadian process underlying our physical and cognitive performance —

in the wild.

Furthermore, Circadian Computing also enables development of technolo-

gies focusing on intervention. These intervention technologies will help to i)

stabilize the circadian system to minimize the risk of disruption (i.e., “fixing

the broken clock”), and ii) optimize our physical and cognitive performance in

accordance with our individualized innate rhythms. In particular, given the im-

portance of maintaining circadian stability in mental health patients, Circadian

Computing can play a significant role in mental health care. In chapter 6, I will

describe an example of a circadian-aware technology in this context. Specifi-

cally, I will describe the design, development, and evaluation of a data driven

method that can help patients with bipolar disorder to monitor and maintain

circadian stability.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I focused on the theoretical background underpinning Circadian

Computing. Specifically, I describe the critical importance of circadian stability

for our health and well-being. I have also pointed out that despite significant

recent developments in our understanding of the underlying causes and effects

of circadian disruptions, these methods and findings are often limited to a lab-

oratory environments. As shown in Table 2.1, these methods are not adequate

for granular monitoring of circadian disruptions in the wild over a longitudinal

period of time. As a result, there is a need for novel pervasive technologies for

tracking, monitoring, and modeling circadian disruptions and its impact in the

real-world setup. There is also an opportunity for developing intervention tools

for maintaining circadian stability. This dissertation aims to bridge this gap in

pervasive technology focusing on circadian factors. In the following chapters, I

will describe my overall PhD work, which I believe, is a leading step towards

this broad vision of circadian-aware technologies for sensing, adapting to, and

stabilizing our innate biological rhythms.
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CHAPTER 3

PASSIVE SENSING OF CHRONOTYPE AND CIRCADIAN

DISRUPTIONS

In the previous chapter, I have described the need for continuous and gran-

ular assessment of circadian disruptions. I have also noted that these methods

need to be scalable so that they can be deployed over a long period of time across

a large population. In this chapter, I will describe a smartphone based sensing

method that addresses these challenges. In particular, I will show that phone

usage pattern reflects our daily behavior and thus can be used for assessing

sleep duration, chronotype, and circadian disruptions. I will also describe how

these findings can have broad implications for future sensing and intervention

technologies.

3.1 Introduction

As shown in Table 2.1, chronobiologists have used a wide range of tools for as-

sessing chronotype and circadian disruptions. However, most of these methods

are limited to laboratory setups only (e.g., taking periodic blood samples). On

the other hand, survey based methods (e.g., MCTQ, sleep journals) are not suit-

able for longitudinal tracking. They also do not have enough data resolution

to identify subtle changes. A number of other studies have used accelerometer

based sleep and circadian rhythm monitoring (e.g., actigraphy). However, this

requires a special device, which limits the ability to deploy over a large popula-

tion.

Ubiquitous technologies can successfully address some of these issues. In
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particular, phones and wearables can reshape the existing landscape of tools

and methods for tracking circadian disruptions. The global widespread use of

phone means that scalability and large scale deployment issues are relatively

easier to solve. Phones now have deep reach in our modern lives, and thus can

be successfully used to track daily behavior. Indeed, a number of recent studies

have used phone based methods for detecting sleep patterns [148, 203]. How-

ever, these technologies often do not take factors related to circadian rhythms

into into consideration (e.g., relationship between chronotype and social jet lag).

As a result, these methods are at best getting half the picture. In this chap-

ter, I will aim to address the limitations of these existing methods by develop-

ing a passive sensing framework that leverages phone usage patterns to assess

chronotype, social jet lag, and sleep inertia.

In this work, I made the following contributions:

• I developed a low cost method to infer sleep onset and duration using

phone usage patterns. The low computational and data requirements of

this algorithm means that it is highly scalable.

• My collaborators and I also deployed this system over 97 days and 9 par-

ticipants. Based on this data, I found that the phone usage based method

can successfully infer sleep and chronotype. I also showed that phone

usage data can be used to monitor markers of circadian disruptions in-

cluding social jet lag, and sleep inertia.
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3.2 Methods

For this study, my collaborators and I decided to focus on college students given

that inadequate sleep and the resulting circadian disruptions are often a serious

problem for this population [217]. Moreover, they tend to be habituated phone

users [129], which makes them a great fit for this study. Participants were re-

cruited through public mailing lists and snowball sampling. In total, the study

had 9 participants (7 males, 2 females) with an age range of 19–25 years. All

the participants were habituated phone users — they had been using phone in

their daily lives consistently for at least six months prior to the study. Seven

participants reported using their phones as alarm clocks. All the participants

reported using their phones immediately after waking up for a number of ac-

tivities including checking mails, interacting with social media apps and using

browsers.

The study lasted for 97 days starting from November 22nd, 2013 and ending

by February 26th, 2014. Our research team was interested to see how circadian

stability and sleep schedule changes across time and between socially versus

individually determined schedules. My collaborators and I, therefore, planned

the data collection period to span three distinctive phases in undergraduate aca-

demic life: 5 weeks at the end of the Fall semester, 4 weeks of winter break, and

5 weeks of Spring semester. One participant was interning during the Fall and

therefore was not attending any classes. Rest of the participants had standard

class schedules throughout the study duration.
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3.2.1 Data Collection

For assessing individual chronotype, I administered the Munich ChronoType

Questionnaire (MCTQ) at the beginning of the study. As mentioned before,

MCTQ calculates “corrected” mid-sleep point (MS Fsc) by taking sleep debts

during the workdays and oversleep during the weekends into consideration.

This corrected mid-sleep point (MS Fsc) is then used as individual’s chronotype.

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of chronotypes of the participants. Overall, they

had significantly late chronotypes compared to the general population, which

is expected given their age range. However, participant 4 was a very early type

with a chronotype of 03:02 AM. This wide distribution of chronotypes was par-

ticularly useful to compare social jet lag and sleep inertia across early and late

types (discussed in a later section).

ID Chronotype Age Study Duration Valid Journal
(MS FS C) Range (Days) Entries

1 06:59 20-21 97 93
2 06:41 20-21 96 94
3 06:12 18-19 95 28
4 03:02 18-19 93 66
5 06:38 18-19 93 78
6 05:18 18-19 91 66
7 04:54 22-24 87 80
8 04:41 18-19 92 46
9 05:43 20-21 76 74

Table 3.1: Participant Information

Each participant maintained a daily online sleep journal to record sleep on-

set and duration information. Participants also noted information about sleep

disturbances. I set up an automated system that sent a daily mail to partici-

pants reminding them to complete the sleep journal. To ensure data quality and
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prevent recall errors, I discarded any retrospective entries and only considered

journal records for the previous day’s sleep.

For collecting phone use data, I developed a custom Android application.

It runs in the background and collects call, SMS, location, browser history, ap-

plication usage, and screen on-off information. To maintain privacy, sensitive

data (e.g., call, SMS and browser history) was one-way hashed. The application

stored the data in the phone and periodically uploaded it to a secure server. We

also collected social media logs of each participant (e.g., logs of Facebook status

update). To get better insights about the phone use habit of the participants,

we interviewed them three times during the study (beginning, middle, and at

the end of the study). In this chapter, I will mostly focus on presenting the re-

sults based on phone use patterns. For findings regarding social media logs and

interviews, please see the article by Murnane et al. [159].

Participants were compensated based on valid sleep journal entries and the

duration of the study. The Cornell Institutional Review Board approved all pro-

cedures.

3.2.2 Sleep Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, one of the main goals of this study was to come up with

a scalable and unobtrusive sleep algorithm. For this, I developed a rule-based

algorithm to infer sleep events from phone usage data. In particular, it uses

screen on and off information as input and returns sleep onset, duration, and

mid-point as output. The pseudocode is listed as Algorithm 1.
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During the first phase of processing, the algorithm identifies phone use ses-

sions based on screen on and off events. Given that notifications from phone ap-

plications can briefly turn on the screen, I used a duration threshold (θ) to iden-

tify active user interaction. For this study, I set the threshold to 30 seconds. In

other words, all usage sessions that lasted less than 30 seconds were discarded.

I used these filtered sessions to calculate non-usage patterns. The sleep event,

in this algorithm, is assumed to coincide with the longest non-usage block.

The algorithm makes two adjustment before calculating the final sleep onset

and duration information. First, the algorithm only considers non-usage pat-

terns starting between 10 PM to 7 AM for sleep detection. This is due to the

fact that the participants were not shift workers and we were mostly interested

about their night sleep behavior. Second, the algorithm adjusts the sleep dura-

tion by adding an individualized corrective term (δ) to the non-usage duration.

For each participant, the corrective term is learnt using the first two weeks of

data. This corrective term addresses individual differences in phone usage be-

havior. In other words, if there is a consistent difference between inferred sleep

and ground-truth, the corrective term (δ) can help to minimize the error.

The algorithm can make sleep overestimation error (i.e., inferred sleep >

ground truth) when a participant does not use her phone right before going

to sleep or immediately after waking up. For example, if a participant sleeps

from 11:45 PM to 7:00 AM, but does not use his phone from 11:30 PM to 7:15

AM, then the inferred sleep duration would be 30 minutes longer than the ac-

tual sleep. If there is a consistent overestimation error for an individual, then it

can be minimized by using the corrective term (δ).

Similarly, the algorithm can also make sleep underestimation error (i.e., in-
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ferred sleep < ground truth). This might happen when screen on and off events

do not reflect active user interactions. In other words, if a non-usage duration

gets interrupted by a false screen-on event, then the inferred sleep duration will

be less than the actual sleep duration. To filter out these false positives, I used a

time based threshold (θ). However, there might be cases for which this thresh-

old based method might not be adequate. For example, if a user keeps snoozing

the alarm and goes back to sleep, then the longest duration of non-usage would

be smaller than the actual sleep. If such cases are consistent for an individual,

the corrective term (δ) can also minimize the underestimation error.

3.3 Findings

In the following section, I will describe the findings based on the study data. I

will first discuss the accuracy of the phone usage based algorithm to identify

sleep onset, duration, and mid-point. I will also point out how these inferred

values can be used to track sleep debts and social jet lag. Further, I will describe

how phone usage patterns can be used for monitoring sleep inertia which might

indicate circadian disruptions as well.

3.3.1 Sleep Algorithm Accuracy

As shown in Figure 3.1, the sleep algorithm accurately identifies sleep onset and

duration for each participant. The average difference between inferred sleep

duration and ground truth is less than 45 minutes for all participants. The ac-

curacy of this algorithm is comparable with a more computationally expensive
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Figure 3.1: Average sleep onset and duration across participants from
phone and journal data. Phone non-usage coincides with sleep
events; the trend is more stable on weekdays due to more data
points. For most participants, sleep onset is delayed and dura-
tion is longer during the weekends while participant 4 — with
an early chronotype — gets less sleep on weekends.

method from Zhenyu et al. [42] that used a wide range of environmental sens-

ing including light, sound, and user movement. Compared to this method, the

proposed algorithm is significantly low-cost both in terms of computation and

data requirements. It also accurately identifies sleep mid-point for all partic-

ipants. The average difference between inferred sleep mid-point and ground

truth across all participants is 23.8 minutes (95% CI: 11 mins). Being able to in-

fer mid-sleep point accurately is important since this information can be used

to identify circadian disruptions and social jet lag as discussed below.

Replication by Others

Furthermore, the accuracy of this algorithm has been replicated by Cuttone et

al. [48] in a large study. They collected data from 126 participants over 2–4

weeks. They used wearable devices (SWR10 and SWR30 fitness tracking arm-

bands from Sony Mobile) to track sleep data. In this study, they aimed to classify
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between sleep and awake events. In other words, it was a binary classification

problem. They found that the proposed algorithm is highly accurate in identi-

fying sleep and awake events with a mean accuracy of 0.89 and mean F1-score

of 0.83. This successful replication using data from a completely different pop-

ulation reaffirms the generalizability and efficacy of Algorithm 1.

3.3.2 Assessing Sleep Debt
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Figure 3.2: Average sleep duration across participants with 95% confi-
dence interval

Given the high accuracy of the proposed algorithm, it can be used for con-

tinuous monitoring of sleep and circadian disruptions over time. In particular, I

was interested to identify the patterns of sleep debts throughout the study. For

this, I compared the inferred sleep duration across weekdays and weekends as

shown in Figure 3.2. For all participants, there is a distinct difference in sleep
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duration between weekdays and weekends. Specifically, all the participants ex-

cept participant 4 and 5 slept more on weekends. This indicates that the partic-

ipants accumulated sleep debts over weekdays and compensated it by sleeping

more on weekends. Indeed, after excluding participant 8 (an outlier who sleeps

significantly longer during the weekends) and participant 4 (the early chrono-

type), on average participants slept more than 20 minutes during the weekends

compared to the weekdays.

Of the two participants who slept less on weekends, participant 5 is a late

type. However, he often had external responsibilities on weekends. In other

words, weekends were not necessarily “free days” for him; as a result, he did not

have a consistent sleeping pattern over time. On the other hand, participant 4 —

the early chronotype — consistently slept less on weekends. Indeed, participant

4 slept an average of 32.56 minutes less on weekends. I speculate that the sleep

loss for participant 4 might happen due to the social pressure from his peers to

stay late during weekends. Given the age range, most of his peers are going to

be late types, so social activities with his peers would result in going to sleep

late. However, his body clock causes him to wake up early in the morning

resulting in consistent sleep deprivation during weekends. There was further

evidence for such behavior in this dataset — the sleep onset of participant 4

gets delayes by 38 minutes on average during the weekends. This different

sleep patterns of early and late chronotypes showing opposite trend between

workdays and free days is a well-known phenomenon termed as the “scissors

of sleep“ [193].

When considering the different phases of the study, the sleep patterns show

some interesting trends. In particular, during the Fall and Spring semesters, the
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Sleep Midpoint (AM)
(±95% CI) (Hr)

Weekday 05 : 24 ± 0.02
Weekend 05 : 47 ± 0.03

Weekday (fall) 05 : 06 ± 0.04
Weekend (fall) 05 : 40 ± 0.06

Weekday (winter break) 05 : 20 ± 0.03
Weekend (winter break) 05 : 24 ± 0.05

Weekday (spring) 05 : 30 ± 0.02
Weekend (spring) 05 : 52 ± 0.02

Table 3.2: Sleep midpoint across different phases.

sleep mid-point during weekdays are significantly earlier compared to week-

ends as shown in Table 3.2. This is due to the fact that during the Fall and Spring

semesters, the participants often had imposed schedules (e.g., class schedules)

which was inconsistent with their individualized rhythms (e.g., waking up early

when one has a late chronotype). This resulted in an increased circadian in-

stability, which is reflected by greater oscillations in sleep mid-point between

weekdays and weekends. During the winter break, the schedule requirements

were less stringent (i.e., participants could more freely choose their sleep tim-

ings). As a result, the circadian disruption was reduced for the participants dur-

ing the winter break. Indeed, during this period, the average sleep midpoints

differed only by 4 minutes between weekdays and weekends.

3.3.3 Social jet lag

To further quantify circadian disruptions across chronotypes, I calculated social

jet lag from inferred sleep mid-points. Following MCTQ, social jet lag is the

difference between mid-sleep point on free days (MSF) and mid-sleep point on
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Figure 3.3: Duration of average social jet lag compared across chrono-
types. 95% confidence interval has also been shown. Note that
we have only one participant with chronotype 03:00, so inter-
val estimation is set to zero in that case.

workdays (MSW)[238]:

∆MS = |MSF −MSW|

The distribution of social jet lag across chronotypes from this dataset is

shown in Figure 3.3. Social jet lag is more pronounced among the late chrono-

types. However, the participant with early chronotype also suffers from social

jet lag given his consistent sleep deprivation during the weekends. Overall, the

participants at the extreme ends of the chronotype spectrum suffer much more

than those who are in the middle. This is consistent with the findings from a

prior survey based study [238].
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3.3.4 Inferring Sleep Inertia (SI)
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Figure 3.4: Inferred sleep inertia duration (with 95% CI) compared across
early (N=1) and late chronotypes (N=8). Difference in sleep in-
ertia duration from weekdays to weekends reflects the patterns
of accumulated sleep debt across different chronotypes.

Sleep inertia — the time it takes to be fully awake — has also been used as a

metric for assessing circadian instability [199]. To compute sleep inertia, MCTQ

directly asks users how long they take to be fully awake. However, this might

result in imprecise assessments due to recall errors from users.

Throughout this study, I noted that a majority of participants use their

phones as a way to wake up. I decided to leverage this usage habit to com-

pute sleep inertia. In particular, I hypothesized that an increased duration of

sleep inertia would be reflected in longer duration of phone usage. I therefore

defined sleep inertia (SI) as the total minutes of phone usage in the morning:
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S I =
∑

6 AM<t<12 PM

PhoneUsage(t)

A comparison of calculated sleep inertia across weekdays and weekends be-

tween early and late chronotypes are shown in Figure 3.4. This data indicates

that sleep inertia calculated from phone usage reflects circadian disruptions.

That is, late chronotypes used phone much more as a waking up process during

the weekdays as they suffer from sleep debts. However, for the early chrono-

type, the pattern was completely reversed, which again reflects the “scissors of

sleep”.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter, I described a passive sensing method that can be used for longi-

tudinal monitoring of sleep and circadian disruptions over a large population.

Specifically, I leveraged phone usage patterns for inferring sleep onset and dura-

tion. Compared to existing methods, this algorithm has significantly low over-

head in terms of computational requirements and user burden. I also deployed

the system over 9 participants for 97 days. The findings showed that the pro-

posed algorithm can accurately infer sleep events. I further demonstrated that

phone usage patterns can indicate circadian disruptions. Specifically, I estab-

lished that late chronotypes suffer from sleep debt over workdays and compen-

sate by sleeping more on weekends. The early chronotype, on the other hand,

consistently slept less on weekends.

I also found that these discrepancies are more likely due to the mismatch be-
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tween external (social) time and internal time. For example, these discrepancies

are much lower during the winter break when the participants had less strin-

gent schedules. Going beyond the sleep onset and duration, I also developed a

new way to quantify sleep inertia (SI) as the total duration of phone use in the

morning. I validated this method by showing that it reflects sleep debts over

weekdays and weekends for both early and late types.

Given the widespread use of mobile phone around the globe, this phone

usage based method can be potentially deployed over a large population for

longitudinal tracking of sleep and circadian disruption patterns. Towards this

goal, it is important to reflect on the limitations of the study and identify ways

to extend it to address these limitations.

3.4.1 Limitations

The findings of the study are based on a small set of participants. Moreover,

they are all college students resulting in a homogenous population. Given the

age range of these participants, their phone usage and sleep behavior might be

quite different from a broad population. As such, it will be important to in-

vestigate if these findings are generalizable to other populations. Specifically, it

will be useful to check the accuracy of the sleep algorithm for the post-college

population who have more regular work schedules. I speculate that the algo-

rithm will be reasonably accurate for any population that habitually use phones.

However, it might be necessary to come up with a more adaptive corrective

term (θ) to address the individual differences in phone usage patterns for these

populations.
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Similarly, these participants were studying at a college in the USA. It will

be useful to further validate the accuracy of the algorithm and the findings for

people from different economic and cultural backgrounds. These participants

often used phones for email checking and social media engagement, particu-

larly right before going to bed and immediately after waking up. As a result,

the accuracy of the algorithm is quite high. However, it will be crucial to ensure

that the phone usage patterns are similar in countries with relatively scarce ac-

cess to internet. In such cases, the algorithm might significantly overestimate

the sleep duration. It should be noted that some of these generalizability issues

(e.g., age range, population from different backgrounds) have been addressed

by the replication study from Cuttone et al. [48].

The sleep algorithm is also not adaptive over time. It uses a corrective term

(δ) to address sleep estimation error resulting from individual differences in

phone use. However, δ is learnt using the first two weeks of data only. As such,

the algorithm will not be able to address estimation errors if there is a change

in phone use habit over time (after first two weeks). The algorithm should be

adaptive in detecting changes in context (e.g., moving to a new place) to iden-

tify if there is any potential need for updating the corrective term. The current

version of the algorithm also does not allow any user feedback. It will be very

useful to extend the algorithm so that it can incorporate feedback from users.

This will enable identifying consistent errors made by the algorithm and thus,

a way to improve itself over time. One way of doing this would be providing

a summarized representation of the decisions made by the algorithm and the

user can make appropriate changes.

For this study, I did not take day-to-day schedule of a participant into con-
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sideration. Such information can be particularly useful in further improving the

accuracy of the algorithm. For example, an early class might mean significantly

less use of phone in the morning and thus, the threshold parameter (θ) should

be smaller for these days. Taking the daily schedule of the participants can also

provide a better insight into the reasons and patterns for circadian instability.

For example, if a participant consistently under-sleeps on Wednesday (e.g., for

an early class), we might see the effects to continue over Thursday and Friday

(e.g., sleep inertia). Similarly, I expect that the sleep and circadian issues to be

significantly higher during the exam period for these participants. Being able to

take advantage of such predictable changes can be very useful in both improv-

ing the accuracy of the algorithm and providing appropriate interventions.

Also, for calculating sleep debt and social jet lag, I assumed that the week-

days are workdays and weekends are free days for our participants. However,

this assumption might not be true for a diverse population. For example, de-

pending on class schedule, some students might consider Wednesday as a free

day while the required preparation for Monday classes might result in working

on Sundays for others. The distinction between workday and free day might

also change over time. Future work should focus on being more adaptive when

it comes to identifying workdays and free days of the participants.

Most of the participants in this study were late types, which is expected

given their age range. It will be useful to extend these findings to a diverse pop-

ulation with a more balanced representation of chronotypes. I also considered

chronotypes as discrete groups instead of a continuous spectrum. For example,

I compared the sleep inertia pattern calculated from phone usage between early

and late types in Figure 3.4. While this assumption works well for a small study,
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it is important to go beyond this dichotomy of early and late types. Instead, it

will be useful to see if these findings show consistent trends over the continuous

distribution of chronotypes for a large population.

For this study, I did not use any environmental sensing. However, there

are a number of external factors that might impact our circadian stability. In

particular, light exposure can have significant impact on the phase of our circa-

dian rhythms. However, environmental sensing can add significant user burden

(e.g., wearing an extra device for tracking light exposure). Future work will do

well to come up with wearable devices for tracking the relevant environmental

factors while keeping the overhead (both computational and user burden) low.

3.4.2 Implications and Opportunities

The ability to passively and continuously monitor sleep and circadian stability

lays down the foundation of Circadian Computing. Indeed, a low-cost, reliable,

and unobtrusive way of inferring sleep and circadian disruptions will expand

the current scope of personalized and context-aware technologies. The findings

presented here, thus, can have impact across a wide range of application do-

mains. In the following section, I will discuss the implications of these findings

and potential opportunities.

Intervention for sleep and circadian stability

Sleep and circadian instability are becoming increasingly prevalent across the

world. Sleep pathologies are reaching an epidemic level. Around 70 million
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people in the USA alone suffer from chronic sleep disorder [164]. As a re-

sult, there has been an increasing interest from both academic and industrial

researchers in measuring, assessing, and improving various aspects of sleep.

However, the current sleep recommendations still do not take individual circa-

dian patterns into consideration and often are too generic (e.g., “sleep for 7–8

hours”). Our circadian processes are different across individuals and as such,

the appropriate timing and duration of sleep can be highly individualized. It

is, therefore, important to go beyond the one-size-fits-all models and consider

the relationship between sleep and underlying circadian systems while making

these recommendations.

Moreover, interventions that only target sleep disturbances run the risk of

merely focusing on the symptoms of misaligned biological clocks. Instead, a

more holistic approach that takes one’s chronotype, social jet lag, and sleep debt

into consideration will be more effective in addressing sleep and circadian dis-

ruptions. Towards this goal, the findings presented in this chapter could play

a significant role. It can help sleep researchers identify more effective and ac-

tionable suggestions (e.g., appropriately timed exposure to sunlight). Further,

these findings can help the participants to be more aware of their idiosyncratic

patterns and make informed decisions about their daily activities and sleep.

Also, the use of modern devices has been associated with sleep and circadian

disruptions [41]. Circadian Computing can play a significant role to minimize

such disruptions by making these devices adaptable to individuals’ biological

rhythms. For example, a circadian-aware device might dim the brightness or

adjust the blue-enriched light emission at appropriate times of the day. Such

adaptable and personalized technologies can be applied beyond laptops, tablets
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and phones. Indeed, circadian-aware home and office environments can also

provide adaptable and individualized light exposure to ensure better sleep hy-

giene and circadian stability.

Opportunities for Sensing and Measurement

In this chapter, I developed a passive sensing method that leverages phone us-

age patterns for inferring social jet lag, and circadian disruptions. Given that

external variables — particularly light — can influence our biological rhythms,

there is an opportunity to extend the proposed method to consider environmen-

tal factors as well. In particular, monitoring of light exposure could be useful for

granular tracking of circadian phase. Such multi-modal framework that com-

bines both behavioral and environmental data could be more accurate and pro-

vide better insights into the cause of disruptions. It can also be more adaptable

to environmental changes (e.g., moving to a new timezone).

However, integrating environmental sensors into this framework poses

some challenges when it comes to scalability and user burden. For example,

light exposure monitoring requires specialized devices that can assess radiant

flux density at the cornea [184]. To be able to model the influence of light expo-

sure on circadian phase, such monitoring needs to be unobtrusive and passive.

There has been some recent progress in developing light tracking wearables that

are low-cost and easy to wear. For example, Figueiro et al. [68] have developed

Daysimeter — which is only 2 cm in diameter — for monitoring light exposure.

Future work will do well to combine these sensors with behavioral features for

not only assessing disruptions but also identifying the causes for such disrup-

tions.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, I focused on passive monitoring of circadian disruptions. In

particular, I focused on sleep given that it both reflects and modulates the un-

derlying circadian system. While a number of lab and survey based methods

have been proposed to monitor sleep and circadian disruptions, they often do

not scale. As a result, it is impractical to deploy these tools over a large popula-

tion for a longitudinal period of time. In this study, I leveraged the widespread

use of phones in our daily lives for assessing sleep duration, chronotype, social

jet lag, and sleep inertia. Based on data from 9 participants over 97 days, I found

that this phone use based method can accurately infer sleep onset and duration

as well as correctly identifying sleep debt and social jet lag. The accuracy of this

sleep algorithm has been further validated by a large study from Cuttone et al.

[48].

I also discussed the implications of these findings in the broader context of

Circadian Computing. Being able to passively monitor circadian disruptions

is a key building block that can be used for a wide range of applications. In

particular, these findings can enable the design, development and deployment

of circadian aware technologies for more adaptive and personalized support

across different domains including effective interventions for sleep and circa-

dian stability.
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sOn : Ordered N × 1 timestamp of screen-on events
sOff : Ordered N × 1 timestamp of screen-off events
θ : Threshold duration for phone usage
δ : Individual corrective term
output: Calculated sleep duration, onset, and midpoint

1 n← 0
2 t ← 0
3 for i← 0 to N do
4 /* Filter out non-interactive sessions based on

time based threshold. */
5 di ← sOffi − sOni

6 if di > θ then
7 fOnn ← sOni

8 fOffn ← sOffi

9 n← n + 1
10 end
11 end
12 for i← 0 to n do
13 /* We are interested in sleep during night only.

So we’ll discard any non-usage patterns that
does not start between 10PM to 7AM (next day).

*/
14 if fOffi is between 10PM to 7AM (next day) then
15 nonUsaget ← fOni+1 − fOffi

16 nonUsageOnsett ← fOffi

17 t ← t + 1
18 end
19 end
20 /* The longest duration of non-usage coincides with

sleep. */
21 sleep′ ← maxt(nonUsaget)
22 /* Sleep onset is marked by the beginning of the

longest duration of non-usage block */

23 sleepOnset← nonUsageOnset
[
argmaxt(nonUsaget)

]
24 /* Finally, using the individual corrective term to

adjust sleep duration. */
25 sleep← sleep′ + δ
26 /* Calculate sleep midpoint from onset and duration.

*/
27 sleepMidpoint← sleepOnset +

sleep
2

Algorithm 1: Computing sleep duration, onset, and midpoint from phone
usage.
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CHAPTER 4

PREDICTING RHYTHMS OF ALERTNESS

In the previous chapter, I have described a passive sensing method for moni-

toring sleep and circadian disruptions. In this chapter, I will focus on modeling

a specific circadian process — alertness — in the real-world setup. In follow-

ing sections, I will describe why assessing alertness is important and how the

existing methods are inadequate for tracking it in the wild. I will also describe

how phone usage patterns can be leveraged to infer alertness states. I will con-

clude this chapter by identifying the implications of these findings and potential

opportunities.

4.1 Introduction

Our cognitive abilities are not constant over time. In particular, our alertness

ebbs and flows over a 24 hour period reflecting circadian rhythm. Alertness

can also depend on a number of external variables — including sleep, exercise,

eating, and use of stimulants (e.g., caffeine or alcohol). It plays a key role in our

day-to-day activities since it is a core subcomponent of our sensory, motor, and

cognitive processing [181]. Indeed, fatigue — a state of diminished alertness —

has been associated with accidents and serious occupational errors.

For example, around 10 – 30% of fatal road accidents happen due to driver

fatigue resulting in 1,550 deaths, 71,000 injuries, and $12.5 billion in monetary

losses per year in the US [74]. In workplace, alertness related issues can also

have severe negative impacts. The estimated cost from productivity loss due to
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fatigue is $136 billions per year [190]. The role of fatigue leading to serious er-

rors in occupational setups has been well-established [237]. For example, physi-

cian are 22% more likely to make surgical errors due to alertness related issues

[141]. Overall, shift workers have 61% higher injury or accident rate resulting

from fatigue [57].

Given the key role alertness plays in our daily activities, safety, and well-

being, a better understanding of its patterns can have a far reaching positive

impact. For this, we need a way to continuously monitor one’s alertness in the

real world setup. However, the existing methods for assessing alertness are ill-

equipped for such continuous monitoring over a long period of time.

The current methods for alertness assessment can be categorized into three

groups: i) self-assessment surveys, ii) physiological tests, and ii) reaction time

tests. Researchers have developed and used a number of self-assessment sur-

veys for assessing alertness. For example, Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) [108],

Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) [6], and Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) [98]

have been widely used for this purpose. However, these self-assessment sur-

veys might not track subtle and granular changes in alertness. They are also

limited due to added user burden, low adherence, and recall errors. Moreover,

there are conflicting findings regarding the reliability of self-assessment when it

comes to alertness states [79, 222].

Physiological signals can also be used for assessing alertness states. A num-

ber of recent studies have used brainwave [110], eye movement [107], and eye

blinking [140] information to infer alertness levels. However, these methods

require special hardwares including EEG [110], electrooculography (EOG) [11],

eye tracker or a camera [140]. This dependence on special and costly hardwares
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means that these methods are constrained to lab environments only. Due to cost

and logistical reasons, it is very difficult to deploy these methods at scale over a

large population.

In recent decades, reaction time tests have been used for objective measure-

ment of alertness. In particular, Psychomotor vigilance test (PVT) [133] has been

widely used by clinical and sleep researchers for assessing one’s alertness. PVT

can take 3–10 minute. During the test, participant are presented with visual

stimuli at random time intervals and asked to respond to it as soon as they

see the stimulus. While the earlier version of PVT used specialized hardware,

Matthew et al. [112] recently implemented PVT on a phone to make it more

accessible and easy to deploy. However, PVT can be very burdensome to users

given that it requires 3–10 minutes of undivided attention for each assessment.

As such, it is unsuitable for continuous measurement over a long period of time.

In this chapter, I aim to address these issues by developing a method for

continuous and unobtrusive assessment of alertness states. My contributions

for this work are:

• I co-developed a phone based data collection framework for monitoring

patterns of alertness in the real-world setup. This framework enabled col-

lecting alertness data in the wild using PVT tests. The framework also

collected diverse stream of self-reported and passively sensed data rele-

vant to one’s alertness states. Compared to previous studies, the phone

based system moves beyond the controlled lab environment and assesses

in-situ alertness of the participants as they go about their daily lives.

• I helped to deploy the system over 20 participants for 40 days. Based on

these data, I found that alertness can oscillate approximately 30% depend-
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ing on time and body clock types. I also found that Daylight Savings Time

(DST), sleep, and stimulant intake can influence alertness. During the data

analysis process, I particularly focused on replicating and extending pre-

vious lab based studies. Such replication is not only important for scien-

tific progress but also helps to validate the proposed method for collecting

alertness data.

• I also focused on developing an unobtrusive and passive method for as-

sessing alertness that can be deployed among distributed and large pop-

ulations. For this, I trained models for assessing alertness states using

phone usage and other behavioral variables as features. I showed that

these models achieve high accuracy in estimating both response time and

alertness states.

4.2 Methods

In the following section, I will describe the study population, the phone based

framework, and the data collection procedure.

4.2.1 Participants

For this study, my collaborators and I focused on college students. As I men-

tioned in the previous chapter, the college student population often suffers from

serious circadian disruptions [217]. Given that alertness is a circadian process,

data from this population provides a good opportunity to investigate the im-

pact of such disruptions on cognitive performance. Also, this age group is the
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largest and fastest growing users of phone [39]. It, thus, seems appropriate to re-

cruit participants from the college student population to evaluate the proposed

phone based framework.

For recruiting, my collaborators and I used public mailing lists, recruitment

portals, and snowball sampling. Given that the framework is developed for the

Android platform, the inclusion criteria required a participant to be an Android

users. The study had 20 participants in total (7 males and 13 females) within

18–29 years age range and it lasted for 40 days.

4.2.2 Data

4.2.3 Momentary Assessments

For collecting data, I developed an Android application that can deliver ecolog-

ical momentary assessment (EMA) to the participants. These EMAs included

both subjective and objective assessment of individual’s alertness. The phone

application delivered the EMA four times a day at the start of 6-hour long win-

dows (morning, afternoon, evening, and late night) through passive notifica-

tions. The participants could complete the EMA any time within this time win-

dow.

To ensure data quality, the participants were instructed to only begin an

EMA session if they have 5 minutes without any significant distractions. If an

EMA session was not completed within the time window, it was expired and

a new notification was delivered to avoid redundant or temporally mislabeled

data. This flexible study design helped to increase data coverage throughout
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the day and maintain the data quality since the PVT task requires sustained

attention.

For subjective assessment, the participants completed the Chalder Fatigue

Scale [40] and Fatigue Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) [151] surveys on the phone.

During an EMA session, the participants also provided information about their

activities that might influence their level of alertness. Specifically, the EMA

questionnaire asked about consuming caffeine [236], exercising [32], using nico-

tine [87], napping [32], consuming alcohol [97], eating [189], and loafing (e.g.,

cyberloafing) [232] during last hour.

Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT) Data

For objective assessment of alertness, the participants completed the Psychomo-

tor Vigilance Test (PVT) on their phone. This study used the PVT version devel-

oped by Matthew et al. [112]. It shows a visual stimulus (a checkered box) on

the screen at random intervals and the participants responded to the stimulus

by touching the screen. Response times are measured in milliseconds, and a

various statistical summaries of the response times have been used as indicator

of alertness levels. Each PVT session in this study lasted for around 3 minutes.

PVT was well-suited for this study given that it is immune to any learning ef-

fects over time.

Following previous work [112, 228], my collaborators and I decided to op-

erationalize alertness as relative response time (RRT). For calculating RRT from

PVT data, I first filtered out false starts — touch events that occurred even before

the stimulus is shown to the participant. In this dataset, false start accounted for
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2.85% of all touch events. Removing false starts resulted in only data points en-

tered after showing the stimulus. Note that each PVT session contains multiple

reaction time tests. I calculated the median response time (MRTs,p) for each ses-

sion s per participant p. I then identified and removed outlier sessions for each

participant. For this, I considered any session with MRTs,p value falling outside

(mean ± 2.5 × S D) as an outlier. In total, 6.2% of all sessions were removed as

outliers. Next, I established the individual baseline for a participant p by taking

the mean MRTs,p. Then, the relative response time (RRTs,p) of a given session s

from a participant p is calculated as the percentage deviation from p’s individ-

ual baseline. That is, given a PVT session s for a participant p with MRTs,p as the

median reaction time for that session, the corresponding relative response time

is calculated as:

RRTs,p =

(
1 −

MRTs,p

MMRTp

)
∗ 100,

where MMRTp = 1
N

∑N
i=1 MRTi,p, is the mean MRT averaged across all N ses-

sions from a participant p. Positive value of RRT indicates increased alertness,

and negative values indicate decreased alertness1.

Given that PVT takes around 3-minutes and can be burdensome on the par-

ticipant, it was sequenced at the end of the EMA session to prevent any PVT-

induced fatigue on the subjective assessments. During the onboard process, my

collaborators and I demonstrated how to perform the PVT to the participants

with an emphasis on accuracy and speed when reacting to visual stimuli.

1I have made the code for computing and analyzing RRT available at https://github.
com/saeed-abdullah/alertness-ubicomp-2016
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4.2.4 Sleep and Chronotype Information

Given that alertness is a circadian process, I also investigated the relationship of

alertness with sleep, chronotype, and circadian stability. For this, participants

completed a sleep journal every day answering questions about bed time, min-

utes to fall asleep, number of wakeups during the night, wake time, and total

sleep duration. The phone application sent a notification at 10:30AM every day

to remind the participants to complete their sleep journals.

I followed MCTQ to calculate social jet lag and chronotype of each individ-

ual using the collected sleep information. As mentioned earlier, MCTQ uses

“corrected” mid-sleep point (MS FS C) as chronotype. To calculate MS FS C, it

takes the differences in sleep pattern over work days and free days into con-

sideration (i.e., the sleep debts over workdays and oversleep during free days

to compensate for the accumulated sleep debt). For calculating MS FS C, I used

weekdays as work days and weekends as free days. Given the age range, the

participants are mostly late types compared to the broader population. This

is consistent with prior work on a similar age group [3]. Taking the over-

all distribution of this population, for this study I considered anyone with

MS FS C < 5:00 AM as “early” types.

I also used MS FS C to calculate internal time. While external time (ExT ) rep-

resents time elapsed since midnight (i.e., 00:00), “internal time” represents time

elapsed since the biological midnight (i.e., MS FS C). That is, internal time is calcu-

lated as:

InT = ExT − MS FS C.
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InT represents a corrected measure of time by factoring an individual’s

chronotype into consideration. Internal time has been used in previous stud-

ies to identify the relationship between alertness and circadian rhythm [228].

4.2.5 Phone Usage Data

The installed application also collected information about phone usage. In par-

ticular, it monitored screen on-off events and patterns of application use. These

data were stored in the phone and periodically uploaded to a secure server.

Compensation was based on the duration of participation ($5 for each week),

sleep journal completion ($0.50 for each entry), and the number of completed

EMA assessments ($0.20 for each entry). The Cornell University Institutional

Review Board (IRB) approved all procedures.

4.3 Findings

During the study, the participants completed an average of 2.52 (SD: 0.79) sub-

jective and 2.05 (SD: 0.87) objective (PVT) alertness assessments per day. They

also completed 2.46 (SD: 0.8) surveys about stimulant intakes on average per

day. The average EMA compliance rate across all participants was 63.7%. Ex-

cluding late night sessions — when participants are most likely to be asleep —

the average compliance rate rose to 79.9%. The sleep journal had similar com-

pliance rate — 72.8% across all participants.

In the following section, I will describe the findings from these data sets.
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First, I will focus on replicating and extending previous lab based findings.

While a number of recent studies have looked into the rhythms of alertness, this

is the first study that collected alertness data in the real world setup for contin-

uous period of time. As such, this dataset provides a unique opportunity to see

whether the previous findings can be replicated outside of the controlled envi-

ronment of a lab. Based on these findings, then I will describe a novel method

for assessing alertness levels leveraging phone usage and behavioral features.

4.3.1 Replicating and Extending Extant Lab-Based Findings

Influence of Chronotype and Time-of-day on Alertness
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Figure 4.1: Relative response time (RRT) with standard error of mean
(SEM) over the day. Positive and negative values of RRT in-
dicate alertness higher and lower than individual baseline, re-
spectively.
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To compare the pattern of alertness over time, I aggregated the RRT values

from each participant over 2-hour bins. Similar methods have been used by pre-

vious lab based studies to compare alertness trends over time [152, 228]. Figure

4.1 shows the patterns of RRT change in this dataset. We can see that there is a

short-term and local dip around 2:00PM. This is consistent with a well-known

biological phenomenon called “mid-day dip” which coincides with a dip in core

temperature and overall cognitive performance [36, 152]. There are also notice-

able dips around 4:00AM and 6:00PM. This trend is also consistent with previ-

ous lab based findings [223, 228]. However, in this dataset, these patterns are

time-shifted (i.e., these dips happen later in the day compared to previous lab

based studies). It might be due to the fact that the participants in this study

have significantly later chronotypes than those from past studies (e.g., the av-

erage MS FS C in this study is 05 : 56 ± 0.94 hr compared to 05 : 19 ± 1.75 hr in

Vetter et al. [228]). The RRT improves during the late evening and night further

reflecting the later chronotypes of this study population.

I also investigated how the alertness pattern changes across early (MS FS C <

5:00 AM) and late (MS FS C ≥ 5:00 AM) types. For this, I calculated the differ-

ence in median2 RRT between these two groups over a given period of time

and normalize it by average daily change in RRT. As shown in Figure 4.2, the

alertness pattern between early and late types is very different. Specifically, the

early types are more alert during the morning (i.e., 17% higher RRT compared

to late types). However, their performance worsens during late evening and

night (i.e., 15% lower RRT compared to late types). The ANOVA test shows that

the response time between early and late types across these time periods are

significantly different with F(5, 964) = 5.36, p < 0.001.

2Using mean RRT for this comparison results in similar findings.
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Figure 4.2: RRT of early chronotypes compared to late chronotypes across
the day. Blue and red colors indicate higher RRT for early and
late types, respectively. In the morning, early chronotypes dis-
play much higher alertness than late types, while the opposite
is observed later in the day. Response time difference between
early and late types across the day is also statistically signifi-
cant: F(5, 964) = 5.36, p < 0.001.

Now, these comparisons are done over external time (ExT ). As mentioned

earlier, previous studies have also compared alertness pattern over internal time

(InT ) to better understand the relationship between alertness and chronotype.

The change of RRT over InT in this dataset is shown in Figure 4.3. Similar to

prior studies [228], we see that there is a local peak in RRT around 2:00 PM (i.e.,

14 hours since the biological midnight, MS FS C). However, the overall trend of

alertness change is different compared to the findings from [228] (e.g., the dip

in 12:00 PM). I think these differences might result from the fact that this study

population have significantly later chronotypes. Future study will do well to

further investigate the pattern of alertness change of late types across internal
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Figure 4.3: RRT with standard error of mean (SEM) with internal time on
X-axis

time.

Daylight Savings Time (DST) Impacts Alertness

Daylight Savings Time (DST) is known to cause circadian disruptions. This

twice in a year change of external time can result in effects similar to jet lag

[111]. More importantly, DST is observed in more than 70 countries and as such,

1.6 billion people worldwide gets impacted by this shift of external time every

year. While debates about DST have mostly been centered around economy,

a number of recent studies have investigated how the resultant circadian dis-

ruptions negatively impact our health and well-being. For example, Lahti et al.

[124] found that DST results in fragmented rest and wake activities; Gaski et al.

[81] reported that DST can have a detrimental effect on academic performance;

Barnes et al. [19] found that DST time changes can increase the risk for work-
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place injuries. However, none of these studies investigated how the circadian

disruptions resulting from DST might affect alertness patterns as computed by

objective tests like PVT. In the following section, I will describe the impact of

DST on alertness based on the data from this study.
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Figure 4.4: RRT change for early and late chronotypes before and after
Spring DST. While the DST transition negatively affects both
early and late types, late types suffer more. The difference in
RRT before and after DST for both early (t = −2.37, p = 0.02)
and late (t = −2.52, p = 0.01) types is statistically significant.

I will focus on Spring DST here given that the clock forwarding can result in

significant circadian disruptions particularly affecting late types for days [111].

Also, the study spanned 23 days before and 17 days after the Spring DST, pro-

viding adequate data to compare the alertness trends before and after the DST.

For this, I calculated the difference in median3 RRT in morning sessions before

and after DST; and then I normalized it by average daily change in RRT. The

resultant difference in morning RRT is shown in Figure 4.4. In this dataset,
3Using mean RRT also resulted in similar findings.
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RRT in the morning sessions drops after DST for both early (−4.7%) and late

(−11.8%) types; however, the late types suffer significantly more than the early

types. These differences in RRT are also statistically significant for both early

(t = −2.37, p = 0.02) and late (t = −2.52, p = 0.01) types.

Impact of Sleep

Sleep affects a wide range of cognitive functionalities [85]. Based on the data

from this study, I also investigated how sleep might affect one’s alertness levels.

In particular, I was interested to see how sleep deprivation on previous night

might affect alertness on the next day. Given that different individuals have dif-

ferent sleep patterns and requirements, it might not be appropriate to compare

alertness and sleep duration directly. Instead, following prior work [228], I used

sleep duration relative to one’s sleep need for this analysis. Sleep need is calcu-

lated as the average sleep duration across free days (S DF) and workdays (S DW):

S N = (S DW ∗ 5 + S DF ∗ 2) /7. Given the sleep duration S D, the relative sleep

need is then calculated as S Dr = S D/S N. Similar to chronotype calculation, I

considered weekdays as workdays and weekends as free days for calculating

sleep need.

Based on data from shift-workers, Vetter et al. [228] found that reduced

sleep duration negatively impact alertness in the morning. However, in this

dataset, there was no significant difference in morning RRT between adequate

(S Dr ≥ 1.0) and inadequate sleep (S Dr < 1.0) with t = −1.45, p = 0.14. This might

be due to the fact the participants here are late types compared to the previous

study and as such, they are more likely to exhibit low alertness in the morning

regardless of their sleep last night. However, for days after Spring DST, ad-
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equate sleep at night does seem to improve alertness in the morning. That is,

after Spring DST, the median RRT after nights with inadequate sleep (S Dr < 1.0)

falls by 17.49% with t = −2.11, p = 0.03. In other words, sleep deprivation af-

ter Spring DST might have a more negative impact on one’s alertness given the

already disrupted circadian system.

Stimulant Use Impacts Alertness

Positive Stimulants Negative Stimulants
Caffeine Consumption, Exercising,
Napping, Nicotine Intake

Alcohol Consumption,
Food Intake, Loafing

Table 4.1: Groupings of stimulants based on how they impact alertness

Based on the data from this study, I also investigated how stimulant intake

in our day to day life might impact alertness levels. As mentioned earlier, dur-

ing the daily EMAs, the participants reported activities in past hour that might

influence alertness. I categorized these activities into positive (stimulants that

might improve alertness) and negative (stimulants that might diminish alert-

ness) groups as shown in Table 4.1. In this dataset, there was a short-term

impact of positive and negative stimulants on alertness. That is, the median

RRT increased by 5.08% across all participants after the reported use of posi-

tive stimulants, while negative stimulants resulted in −1.37% drop. This is also

statistically significant with t = 2.21, p = 0.03.

Comparing Self-assessment to Objective Assessment of Alertness

As I have mentioned earlier, objective assessment of alertness using PVT or

physiological signals poses a number of logistical challenges. The subjective as-
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sessments, on the other hand, are significantly easier to deploy. However, there

have been conflicting findings regarding the validity of subjective assessments

[175]. Using data from this study, I investigated the reliability of self-assessment

surveys in comparison to PVT assessment.

Self-Assessed Variable
RRT difference between
self-assessed alertness states

Energy t = 2.06, p = 0.04
Concentration t = 2.76, p = 0.005
Tiredness t = −2.1, p = 0.03

Table 4.2: RRT differs significantly between self-assessed high and low
alertness, indicating fatigued individuals are usually aware of
their reduced capability.

During each EMA session, the participants rated their energy levels, con-

centration and tiredness using a 5-point Likert scale. These ratings are highly

correlated with each other indicating internal validity of the responses from the

participants. I categorized these subjective assessment values into high and low

alertness groups using median as a threshold (e.g., all energy ratings below the

median falls into the low alertness group). I then compared the RRT values of

these two groups [58]. As Table 4.2 shows, RRT differs significantly between

subjective high and low alertness scores. In other words, self-assessments are

consistent with objective assessment in this dataset and the participants were

aware of their reduced cognitive ability. This finding is similar to a number of

previous studies [16, 58]. However, it should be noted that the comparison in

this study is done in a somewhat coarse level (i.e., “are you tired?” compared

to “how tired are you?”). Future work should extend these findings to a more

granular subjective assessments (e.g., determining if a participant can correctly

recognize when one is too tired to drive safely).
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4.3.2 Passive assessment of alertness

In this section, I will focus on developing a novel method for continuously and

passively assessing alertness that can be deployed at scale over a long period of

time. I will first describe how phone usage patterns can indicate different levels

of alertness and then I will leverage these features for predicting alertness levels.

Phone Usage Reflects Alertness States

There has been a number of recent studies that investigated how technology use

changes reflecting different levels of attention and boredom [135, 178]. How-

ever, none of these studies has focused on alertness, which is a critical compo-

nent of our cognitive performance. In this section, I will focus on identifying

how phone use patterns might reflect different levels of alertness. Given phone

use is deeply embedded in our day-to-day life, it can provide unique insights in

our behavior and cognitive performance.

Based on previous research, I hypothesized that frequent and prolonged du-

ration of phone use would indicate a decreased ability to focus and low levels

of alertness. I defined two metrics to identify such behaviors: i) burstiness: the

total number of phone use sessions in an hour, where each phone use session is

defined by subsequent screen on and off events, ii) total duration of phone use

over a given period of time. To identify how these metrics differ across alert-

ness levels, I categorized PVT sessions into high alertness (RRT ≥ 0) and low

alertness (RRT < 0) groups. The distribution of these groups is balanced in this

dataset with 56.98% and 43.02% PVT sessions marked as high and low sessions,

respectively.
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In this dataset, the mean burstiness increases during high alertness sessions.

That is, the mean burstiness during high alertness sessions is 9.07 (±0.45) com-

pared to 7.9 (±0.30) during low alertness sessions. This difference is also statisti-

cally significant with t = 2.14, p = 0.03. In other words, the participants initiated

more phone sessions when they were more alert. However, the duration of

phone use per burst shows an opposite trend. During sessions with high alert-

ness, the mean duration of phone use is 116.37 (±5.5) seconds per burst com-

pared to 123.47 (±6.62) seconds per burst during sessions with low alertness.

In other words, during the period of high alertness, the participants checked

their phones more frequently but those phone sessions lasted for a short period

of time. However, during period of low alertness, they engaged in prolonged

use of phones. To further validate these findings, I investigated the patterns of

short phone usage sessions. For this, I considered any phone use session last-

ing less than 30 seconds as a short session. As expected, the mean frequency

of short phone use sessions was 20% higher during periods with high alertness

with t = 1.97, p < 0.05.

These findings show that phone use patterns can be a useful indicator to

differentiate between high and low alertness states. In the following sections, I

will leverage this data for passive assessment of alertness.

Predicting Alertness States

For modeling and predicting alertness states, I used both behavioral and con-

textual features. Specifically, I used the following features: local time, internal

time, sleep duration, relative sleep need (S Dr), stimulant intake (positive vs neg-

ative), subjective assessment scores (i.e., energy, concentration, and tiredness),
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and phone usage trends (burstiness, duration, mean time between consecutive

sessions, and number of short sessions with duration less than 30 seconds).

These features reflect findings from this dataset as well as extant literature about

behavioral and biological cues that might impact alertness.

For modeling, I first focused on response time. Sleep and cognitive research

have used response time from PVT in a number of different ways. The ability

to model and predict response time, thus, is useful to a wider range of commu-

nity. Predicting response time is a regression task. For this, I used linear regres-

sion model with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and the Huber loss function

[102]. I decided to use SGD given its first convergence speed and scalability en-

abling learning with large amount data. Huber loss function also ensured that

these models are robust against outliers.

Given that SGD can be sensitive to feature scaling, I normalized all features

to have zero mean and unit variance. Following prior work [29], I randomly

shuffled the training data after each epoch to increase convergence speed and

performance. For selecting model parameters (e.g., hyper-parameter α), I used

10% of randomly selected training data. The best performing model for this

dataset had L1 norm as the regularization term with hyper-parameter α = 10−7

and learning rate γt = (α · t)−1. Based on 10-fold cross-validation data, I found

that the generalized model predicted response time with a root-mean-square-

error (RMSE) of 83.81 milliseconds. I also trained personalized models using

data from each participant. As expected, use of personalized models further

improved the performance — the average RMSE from 10-fold cross validation

dropped to 80.64 milliseconds over all participants.

The performance of these models are very encouraging. To put the accuracy
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of these models into context: a response time higher than 500 milliseconds of-

ten is considered as a lapse — a standard measure of impaired cognitive ability

in sleep and cognitive performance research [20, 133]. Given the much higher

granularity achieved by these models (80.64 milliseconds on average), I think

they can be successfully deployed instead of actually using PVT.

Beyond response time, I also focused on modeling relative response time

(RRT) that I have used in this study. Given that one of the major goal of this

study is to be able to assess alertness unobtrusively, I decided to only use pas-

sively sensed features. That is, for this modeling task, I used local time, internal

time, sleep duration, relative sleep need, phone usage burstiness, mean dura-

tion of phone usage sessions, average time between successive phone usage

sessions, and frequency of short (less than 30 seconds) phone usage sessions

as features. While the participants in this study used sleep journals, sleep and

chronotype information can be reliably inferred from phone usage patterns as I

have described earlier [3].

Following the success of previous modeling task, I decided to use linear

regression model with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and the Huber loss

function for predicting RRT as well. I also standardized features to have zero

mean and standard variance to avoid any feature scaling issues. For choosing

model parameters, I used randomly selected 10% of training data. The best

performing model for this task used L1 norm as the regularization term with

α = 10−8 and learning rate γt = γ0 · t−
1
4 where the initial rate, γ0 = 0.01. Based on

10-fold cross validation data, the generalized model predicted RRT with RMSE

11.39% across all participants. I also trained individualized models that further

improved accuracy with RMSE 10.87% across all participants. In other words,
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these models can detect around 11% deviation from individual baseline. Con-

sidering the average daily peak-to-peak change in RRT is three times higher

than (29.4%), these models are indeed reasonably accurate and reaffirms the

feasibility of replacing PVT.

Rank Response Time RRT
1 Energy rating Internal time

2 Internal time
Avg. time between
phone usage sessions

3 Stimulant intake Short session frequency

4
Avg. time between
phone usage sessions Phone usage duration

5 Concentration rating Relative sleep need

Table 4.3: Top ranking feature groups for modeling response time and RRT
based on relative feature elimination (RFE)

To get better insights into these models, I also evaluated the importance

of each feature. To perform feature ranking, I used recursive feature elimina-

tion (RFE) [90]. It starts with the complete feature set and removes the least

contributing feature at each step. That is, at successive step of RFE, I trained

a model using the full dataset and the feature with least absolute weight in

the model is removed. This procedure continues when there is only one fea-

ture left and it is considered as the most important feature. Table 4.3 shows

the top ranking features for predicting response time and RRT. These features

show consistency with both previous literature and the prior findings from this

dataset. For example, extant literature identified chronotype, internal time, rel-

ative sleep need, and stimulant use to be important factors related to alertness

[58, 205, 228]. Moreover, these top ranking features also indicate that behavioral

features like phone usage patterns can be very useful when it comes to model

in-situ alertness.
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4.4 Discussion

Alertness is a complex circadian process that is known to vary significantly

across the time of a day. A number of biological (e.g., chronotype) and behav-

ioral (e.g., sleep duration and stimulant intakes) factors can influence alertness.

Being able to understand and predict such changes in alertness can have sig-

nificant impact across a wide range of domains given that alertness is a crucial

aspect of our cognitive performance. While there have been a number of recent

studies focusing on a better understanding of alertness, most of these studies

are conducted within the controlled environment of a lab. In this chapter, I fo-

cused to move beyond the laboratory environment by collecting ecologically

valid data in the wild over an extended period of time.

Specifically, I helped to deploy a phone based method for assessing alertness

levels of 20 participants over 40 days. Based on these data, I first focused on

replicating and extending previous lab based studies. Replication is important

to advance scientific knowledge and it also helps validate the proposed phone

based method. The replicated findings from this study are mostly consistent

with previous lab based studies. Specifically, I found that alertness reflects a

circadian pattern — it drops during the early morning, peaks during noon and

late evening. Alertness also shows “mid-day” dip phenomenon with a signif-

icant drop around 2:00 PM in this dataset. The alertness pattern depends on

chronotype as well — early types are more alert in the morning while late types

perform better during evening. Given that the time transition due to Daylight

Savings Time (DST) is known to cause circadian disruptions, I also investigated

how alertness pattern changed after Spring DST. In this dataset, DST results in

significant drop in morning alertness, with late types being affected more nega-
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tively. I also found that sleep deprivation after Spring DST had a more negative

impact on alertness. During the study, the participants also tracked stimulant

intakes that might impact alertness. Based on this data, I found that stimu-

lants can have both positive (e.g., caffeine) and negative (e.g., alcohol) impact

on alertness.

Beyond replicating and extending previous findings, one of the main goals

of the study was to develop a novel method for passively and unobtrusively

assess alertness. For this, I developed and trained models using contextual,

behavioral and phone usage features. These models achieve high accuracy for

predicting both response time and RRT. Compared to PVT tests, these models

are significantly low-cost and induce no user burden. As such, these models

can be deployed over a long period of time across a large population potentially

enabling unique insights into alertness patterns.

In the following section, I will describe the limitations of the study both in

terms of method and findings. I will also suggest ways to address these issues

in future work. Further, I will contextualize these findings from the broader

perspective of Circadian Computing.

4.4.1 Limitations

The findings of the study are based on a small set of participants. Moreover,

these participants are all college students and have mostly late chronotypes. It

will be useful to extend these findings to a broader and more diverse popula-

tion. In particular, future work should validate these findings across a wider

age range given that older population also show a time-of-day effect in cogni-
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tive performance [205]. Also, given that the phone use patterns might be signif-

icantly different across different age ranges and the alertness prediction models

here make extensive use of these patterns, it is necessary to confirm the accuracy

of these models based on data from a more diverse population.

During the analysis, I used a coarse grouping of chronotypes (i.e., early and

late types). While such grouping makes sense for this small population with

mostly late chronotypes, it would be useful to extend these findings over a con-

tinuous distribution of chronotypes. For example, I compared the alertness of

early and late types across the day. Future work will do well to investigate if

this pattern is consistent across the distribution of chronotypes.

In this study, I only considered phone use for assessing alertness. However,

as our digital lives now span multiple devices simultaneously, it will be useful

to broaden the proposed method to consider overall technology use. Such a

framework could consider computer use, tablets, and TV watching habits to get

more insights into behaviors corresponding to high and low alertness states.

Also, given that these models use phone usage as features, they might not

be appropriate in some occupational contexts. For example, during a long-haul

drive, a driver will not use one’s phone (hopefully). In such cases, the accuracy

of the model might be low. However, these models can still infer a generalized

trend of alertness (e.g., when a dip is expected for a given person) using overall

phone use patterns as features.
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4.4.2 Implications and Opportunities

Alertness is a crucial process when it comes to cognitive performance. As a

result, being able to predict the changes in alertness can have significant impact

across a number of domains. In this section, I will detail the implications of

these findings and future opportunities. In particular, I will discuss how these

findings can lay the foundation for a new class of technologies.

Sensing and Design Implications

As mentioned before, the phone usage based method might not be applicable

in some occupational setups. In such cases, it might be useful to have a multi-

modal framework that can combine different data streams to infer alertness lev-

els. In particular, the models presented here can be extended and complemented

by additional physiological sensing. For example, during a long-haul drive, in-

stead of solely relying on phone usage features, we can use eye movement and

pupil information as features. Such multi-modal frameworks would increase

the reliability and overall data coverage.

However, the existing physiological sensors are quite costly and obtrusive

to be used in the wild. There is thus a need to develop wearables and hardware

that will allow collecting physiological data without inducing user burden. In

particular, future work should investigate if phone cameras can be used to reli-

ably track pupil size and gaze information for inferring alertness. Such a system

can do opportunistic sensing without any user involvement. For example, it can

take a picture each time the user unlocks the phone using front-camera and then

extract pupil information from these images for inferring levels of alertness.
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These passive sensing of alertness can enhance the current scope of person-

alized and context-aware computing. In particular, I believe that the findings

presented here broadens the scope of Circadian Computing. Being able to pre-

dict alertness enables future technologies to be more adaptive to our innate bi-

ological rhythms and play to our biological strengths (and weaknesses). In the

following section, I will describe how these findings can enable circadian-aware

technologies across a number of different application domains.

Application in Education

Given the relationship between alertness, memory, and learning, a passive sens-

ing framework for alertness can be invaluable in educational setup. A number

of recent studies have found that learning schedules for high school and col-

lege students often run against their natural rhythms of alertness [113]. In other

words, these students are being taught when they are least able to focus and

concentrate. The method and findings described in this study can address these

issues and provide students an optimized scheduled for individualized learn-

ing.

For example, this assessment method enables a large scale and ecologically

valid data about alertness trends of students. Such collection of data could be

used for advocating scheduling reform in the education system. At the class-

levels, this data can be used for better scheduling that accounts for both early

and late types. It can also help in collaborative projects by allowing selection of

group members based on their alertness profiles.

Beyond the boundaries of institutes, these findings can be used for empow-
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ering individuals. That is, we can extend these methods to develop tools that

will help individuals to be more aware of their idiosyncratic patterns. For ex-

ample, it can help students to make more informed decisions about study and

class schedules that would better align with their own personal alertness trends.

Application in Scheduling

Beyond students, passive sensing of one’s alertness pattern will enable novel

ways of scheduling tasks and collaborative meetings. I think there is an exciting

opportunity to design and develop a novel calendar system that better reflects

the dynamic and oscillating nature of alertness and cognitive performance. For

example, a calendar system can intelligently suggest meeting slots by taking

the alertness patterns of participants into consideration. Also, given the rise

of distributed workplace, such systems can better facilitate remote team man-

agement. For example, it can pair team members across time zones but with

matching alertness trends (e.g., a late chronotype from the East Coast with a

very early type from the West Coast). Similarly, such a framework could also

suggest appropriate timeslots for a given task by considering the task difficulty

and one’s alertness patterns into consideration. For example, it will recommend

less cognitively demanding tasks when a dip in alertness is expected (e.g., doing

laundry during when the alertness level is low).

Application in Accident Prevention

Being able to infer in-situ alertness in real-time could be particularly useful in

preventing occupational accidents. As I have mentioned earlier, fatigue causes
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a significant number of road and industrial accidents. A framework that can

monitor user’s alertness in these occupational setups can help to significantly

reduce the risk of such accidents. In particular, knowing one’s alertness trends

can be used to preemptively avoid risky situations. For example, if we know

that a user tend to have low alertness levels during 4:00–6:00 PM, then this in-

formation can be used to recommend avoid driving during this time period.

Moreover, having access to real-time data about one’s alertness will enable ac-

tionable and potentially effective interventions and countermeasures. Overall,

I believe, these findings presented here potentially enables novel intervention

systems for preventing occupational accidents resulting from fatigue.

4.5 Summary

Alertness is a circadian process that varies considerably over the time of a day.

Given the critical role alertness plays in our cognitive performance, there has

been significant research effort to identify factors that might influence it. How-

ever, most of these studies are done within the controlled environment of a lab.

As a result, there is a need to extend and validate these findings using alertness

data collected in the wild.

Towards this goal, in this chapter, I have presented a phone based method for

collecting in-situ alertness data. Based on a study with 20 participants over 40

days, I have replicated and extended a number of previous lab based findings.

In particular, I have found that alertness oscillates considerably over the course

of a day and this pattern varies across early and late types. I have also showed

that Daylight Savings Time (DST) has a negative impact on alertness with a
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more pronounced effect on late types; and stimulant intake can have a short-

term effect (both positive and negative) on alertness.

Moreover, the existing methods for assessing alertness often are not feasible

to deploy at a scale over a long period of time. For example, PVT requires 3–10

minutes of undivided attention and thus results in significant user burden. To

address these issues, I also focused on developing a passive and unobtrusive

framework that can continuously monitor alertness. For this, I developed both

generalized and personalized models that can accurately predict alertness levels

by leveraging phone usage patterns along with other behavioral and contextual

features.

Given the critical role of alertness in almost every aspects of our lives,

these finding potentially have a far-reaching positive impact. In particular,

passive and continuous sensing of alertness potentially enables a new class of

circadian-aware technologies that can reduce occupational accidents, optimize

daily schedules in accordance with our biological rhythms, and improve learn-

ing outcomes. These findings can significantly extend the current scope of Cir-

cadian Computing.
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CHAPTER 5

CIRCADIAN DISRUPTION AND BIPOLAR DISORDER

Circadian disruption has been associated with a wide range of mental health

issues including alcohol and substance abuses [192, 96], anxiety disorder [171],

schizophrenia [241], and bipolar disorder [94]. While past research attributed

such disruptions to the pathology of mental illnesses, recent studies hypothe-

size that circadian systems might be more directly involved in disease etiology

[143, 126]. As such, Circadian Computing can provide a critical support in men-

tal health care by developing appropriate sensing and intervention tools. In

this chapter, I will describe the design, development, and deployment of such a

circadian-aware tool that focuses on bipolar disorder (BD).

5.1 Introduction

Bipolar disorder is a serious mental illness. It can result in recurring episodes of

depression and mania. Episodes of depression are characterized by low mood

and reduced energy symptoms. The manic episodes, on the other hand, are

marked by elated mood along with irritability and a reduced need of sleep.

Patients can also be in hypomania — periods with symptoms similar to manic

phase but less severe [177].

Bipolar disorder is one of the leading causes of disability worldwide [168]. It

affects around 2% of the world population [144]. It manifests in poor function-

ing and psychotic symptoms [109], which can lead to low quality of life [201]

and stigma [226]. BD is associated with high suicide risks [163]. It results in

significant societal cost as well. In 2009, the direct and indirect cost associated
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with bipolar disorder was $151 billion in United States alone [56].

The relationship between bipolar disorder and circadian disruptions is well-

established. A decreased need for sleep is considered to be a strong marker

of a manic state [179]. A number of studies have also reported associations

between bipolar disorder and “clock genes” (genes influencing our circadian

rhythms) [65, 22]. Ehlers et al. [60] hypothesized that depression can result from

disruptions in social zeitgebers — personal relationships and social demands

that serve to stabilize our innate biological rhythms. In other words, changes

in daily routine and social relationships can disrupt our endogenous circadian

rhythms leading to mood symptoms and, in vulnerable individuals, manic or

depressive episodes.

There is no cure for bipolar disorder. Clinical interventions, therefore, aims

to reduce risk of relapse through longitudinal and effective management of

symptoms. Given the relationship between circadian disruptions and bipo-

lar disorder, recent work has focused on maintaining circadian stability of pa-

tients [82]. For example, Interpersonal Social Rhythm Therapy (IPSRT) [78] is a

psycho-social theory that specifically focuses on maintaining social rhythms of

patients for better circadian stability. That is, IPSRT aims to establish regularity

in daily and social routines of patients with bipolar disorder.

To keep track of stability in daily and social routines, IPSRT uses Social

Rhythm Metric (SRM). It is a 5-item scale as shown in Figure 5.1. SRM allows

the patients to track the following daily events: getting out of bed, making first

contact with another person, start working, having dinner, and going to bed.

Beyond monitoring the timing of these events, it also tracks the “social” level of

these events (using the “people” column). Moreover, it also monitors the daily
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mood and energy information using a scale ranging from −5 (very low) to +5

(very high).

11:30 pm 11:30 pm 012:30 am 0 11:50 pm 0 11:40 pm 0 12:15 am 0 12:40 am 0 12:30 am 0

– 2 – 1 0 –1 +2 +2+ 1

SRM II–5

Directions: Date (week of):

• Write the ideal target time you would like to do these daily activities.
• Record the time you actually did the activity each day.
• Record the people involved in the activity: 0 = Alone; 1 = Others present; 2 = Others actively involved; 3 = Others very stimulating

Rate MOOD each day from –5 
to +5
–5 = Very depressed
+5 = very elated

Activity

Out of Bed

First contact with 
other person

Start work/school/
volunteer/family care

Dinner

To Bed

Target 
Time

Sunday

Time People

Monday

Time People

Tuesday

Time People

Wednesday

Time People

Thursday

Time People

Friday

Time People

Satuday

Time People

7:00 am 8:30 am 09:30 am 0 7:30 am 0 7:30 am 0 7:15 am 0 7:40 am 0 8:30 am 0

8:00 am 9:30 am 19:30 am 1 8:30 am 1 8:40 am 1 8:15 am 1 8:40 am 1 9:15 am 1

9:30 am 10:15 am 210:30 am 0 9:30 am 1 9:50 am 2 9:15 am 0 10:40 am 1 11:30 am 0

9:00 pm 9:30 pm 011:30 pm 2 9:50 pm 1 9:00 pm 0 9:15 pm 0 10:20 pm 1 9:30 pm 1

Nov 18 — 24, 2015 

Figure 5.1: Sample paper-based Social Rhythm Metric (SRM) form that is
used as part of Interpersonal Social Rhythm Therapy (IPSRT).

The use of SRM through IPSRT has been shown to be an effective interven-

tion tool. Based on data from 175 patients over 2 years, Frank et al. [76] found

that IPSRT results in symptomatic improvements and reduces the risk of relapse

in patients [76]. Miklowitz et al. [146] also found that the use of IPSRT improves

overall functioning and life satisfaction in bipolar disorder. Furthermore, IPSRT

has been shown to improve occupational functioning as well [77].

While the SRM is effective in assessment and stabilization of social rhythms,

its paper-and-pencil based format has some serious limitations as a clinical tool.

For patients, longitudinal self-tracking using this tool is difficult. Even well-

intentioned patients can forget to complete it. Moreover, given the nature of

bipolar disorder, in certain stages of illness retrospective and momentary recall

can be particularly challenging for patients. Also, the current tool is not good
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for summarizing the data. It also does not provide any real-time feedback to pa-

tients or clinicians. As a result, they can miss the time-sensitive warning signs,

which might lead to relapse onset.

A number of recent studies have focused on addressing these issues with

self-assessment. For example, Agnes et al. [89] used phone sensors to differen-

tiate between manic and depressive phases; Frost et al. [80] also used phones

for collecting behavioral data that can provide better insights into disease trajec-

tory. However, none of these studies focus on understanding and maintaining

circadian stability. Given that circadian stability is central to the well-being of

individuals with bipolar disorder, being able to passively and unobtrusively

track it can have significant positive impacts.

To address these issues, in this chapter, I will focus on developing

MoodRhythm — a phone based technology to help patients with BD maintain

circadian stability. My contributions for this work are:

• I helped to develop the MoodRhythm application that allows patients to

complete SRM scores in their phones. It also uses the phone sensors for

continuous and unobtrusive monitoring of behavioral and contextual fea-

tures that might indicate circadian disruptions. Furthermore, I developed

the back-end framework for storing data in a reliable and secure manner.

• My collaborators and I deployed MoodRhythm among 7 patients for 4

weeks. Based on this data, I modeled and trained machine learning algo-

rithms that can accurately assess SRM score and stability of the patients.

This passive and unobtrusive assessment method can be used for longitu-

dinal monitoring of symptoms and identifying early warning signs, which

could enable preemptive care in mental illness.
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5.2 Method

5.2.1 Participants

The study participants were recruited through the Depression and Manic-

Depression Prevention Program at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic. For

recruitment, my collaborators sent information letters to potential participants

stating project goals, expected duties, and time commitments. Interested pa-

tients could also contact the research staff to obtain more information regarding

the study. The inclusion criteria required patients to be already participating in

a treatment program. This ensured that the participants had a confirmed diag-

nosis of bipolar disorder. Participants were excluded if they had active suicidal

ideation, which might require inpatient or intensive outpatient management.

Participants unable or unwilling to comply with study procedures were also

excluded. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Pittsburgh

approved all the procedures.

In total, nine patients participated in the study. However, one participant

did not comply with the study protocol and there was data uploading issues

from another participant. I filtered out data from these two participants before

doing any analysis. The demography of the rest of the patients is shown in Table

5.1.

The study lasted for four weeks. My collaborators provided each participant

an Android phone (Nexus 5) with MoodRhythm installed in it. They explained

how to use the application to the patients during the onboarding interview. The

participants completed an initial and a post-study questionnaire, along with an
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Participant Age Gender
1 25–34 Female
2 55–64 Female
3 45–54 Male
4 25–34 Female
5 35–44 Male
6 25–34 Female
7 25–34 Female

Table 5.1: Demographic of the patients

interview at the end of the study. Given the extent of personal data collection,

each patient was compensated with $50 for a week of participation, $25 for each

completed questionnaire, and $50 for the final interview. The compensation was

not contingent on adherence to the study protocol.

5.2.2 MoodRhythm

Participants used the app MoodRhythm to track their social rhythms. It was

developed through participatory design involving both patients and clinicians

[139]. The app allowed patients to track 5 SRM items as shown in Figure 5.2.

The patients could also add customized items for tracking. Following IPSRT,

a participant could set daily target times for tracking these items. The applica-

tion provides reminders and visual feedback to notify users about an upcoming

activity. Specifically, if a participant completes an activity (e.g., having dinner)

within 45 minutes of target time, then the bar to the left turns green. When this

time window is about to elapse for an incomplete task, the bar turns yellow to

remind user to complete it. If the user misses the target, then the bar turns red.

In this way, MoodRhythm provides a glanceable feedback about the consistency
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Figure 5.2: MoodRhythm application used by the patients with bipolar
disorder.

in completing daily SRM items.

Participants could track their energy and mood levels as well using a scale

from -5 (very low) to +5 (very high). MoodRhythm also had a daily journaling

feature called “Notes”. The patients could use it to record additional informa-

tion including medication intake or factors that affected mood and energy on a

given day. It also allowed the patients to access SRM item completion data in

past days. This provided an instantaneous feedback about overall adherence in

the past. Furthermore, MoodRhythm had a visualization module for detailed

feedback based on weekly SRM completion and sensor data. For example, it

provided a line chart showing the trend in SRM score on a weekly basis. It also

had some gamification elements to increase adherence. Specifically, it rewarded
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participants by giving them badges after completing a milestone (see Figure

5.2).

As I mentioned above, one of the main goals of this study was to come up

with an automated and unobtrusive way to track circadian and social rhythms

stability. For this, MoodRhythm used phone sensors to keep track of behav-

ioral and contextual features. In particular, it collected accelerometer, light, lo-

cation, activity, and voice data. Given that audio data collection and processing

can incur significant resource use, the app used an opportunistic sampling in

which the phone’s microphone was activated every 2 minutes. If any human

speech was detected, then the microphone would be kept activated and the app

would continue to collect audio data. Otherwise, the app stops collecting and

processing audio data till next activation. This opportunistic sampling helped

significantly in retaining phone charge — the application could do 16 hour of

continuous sensing after a full recharge.

MoodRhythm used the collected audio data to identify presence of human

conversation on the fly. Given that audio data can be privacy-sensitive, it did not

store raw audio data. Instead, it processed the audio data to extract and store

features like spectral content and regularity in real time. These features are use-

ful for detecting presence of human conversation but inadequate to reconstruct

any speech content [242]. Further, to filter out false positives (e.g., conversation

from a TV program), it used energy intensity and distribution likelihood [182].

Based on this processed data, it is possible to infer the duration and frequency

of conversations over a given period of time, along with speaking rates and

variations in pitch. These features have been previously used to identify social

isolation in older adults [182].
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MoodRhythm collected information about activity (e.g., walking vs being

sedentary). It kept track of location of the participants, which can be useful

to identify daily behavioral patterns (e.g., total distance traveled). It also col-

lected data about phone usage and communication patterns (including SMS and

call logs). Data was stored in the phone and periodically uploaded to a secure

server.

5.3 Findings

During the study, on average a participant recorded 36.5 (SD: 11.17) energy rat-

ings, 46.12 (SD: 12.71) mood ratings, and 144.43 (SD: 43.1) activities including

both SRM and customized items. Also, the average distance traveled per day

by a participant was 8.34km (SD: 13.34). On average, the ratio of duration being

sedentary to being active per day was 2.09. Also, the audio data contained on

average 3.5 (SD: 3.67) hours of human conversation per day.

Features Correlation
Cluster frequency 0.31***
Distance traveled 0.23***
Conversation frequency 0.25**
Non-sedentary duration 0.39***

Table 5.2: Correlation between sensor stream and trend of self-assessed
energy scores computed as rolling average over 7 days (∗∗ : p <
.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ : p < .001)

For inferring SRM scores, I processed the sensor data over each day to cal-

culate the following daily features: number of location clusters visited, total

distance traveled, frequency of human conversations, and duration of being

non-sedentary. For calculating the number of location clusters visited by a par-
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ticipant, I used the DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications

with Noise) algorithm [64]. It requires two parameters for identifying clusters:

the maximum distance between two points in a given cluster and the minimum

number of samples required to form a cluster. For this study, I used 0.5km as

the maximum distance and minimum of 3 points for a cluster.

I selected these features because they are useful indicators for social and

physical functioning. A number of recent studies focusing on assessing men-

tal health status have also found these features to be important. For example,

speech and conversation features have been used for identifying phases of bipo-

lar disorder [89, 155, 225]. Similarly, previous studies have showed that physical

activity [170], location [35], and mobility [88] information can be quite useful in

this context. To further assess the usefulness of these features, I compared them

with self-assessed energy and mood rating trends from the patients. To identify

trends, I calculated the rolling average using a 7-day window. As shown in Ta-

ble 5.2, these features are strongly correlated with self-assessed energy scores.

The correlation with mood trend was similarly positive but it was not statisti-

cally significant. For example, the correlation between mood trend and conver-

sation frequency was r = 0.16, p = 0.06; with non-sedentary duration, it was

r = 0.15, p = 0.08.

Next, I focused on predicting SRM scores based on these features. SRM score

is a continuous value that ranges from 0 to 7, where higher value indicates bet-

ter stability. In the paper-and-pencil format, SRM is calculated using data from

non-overlapping weeks. However, given the much higher granularity of the

sensed data in this study, I calculated SRM scores using a rolling window of 7

days. For modeling, I used Support Vector Regression [211]. Based on 10-fold
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cross validation, the generalized model can predict SRM score with an average

root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 1.40. I also trained individualized models us-

ing data from each participant. These individualized models further improved

the performance with an average RMSE of 0.92. These low RMSE values indi-

cate that these models can accurately predict the SRM scores.

Given these encouraging results, I further investigated whether it is possible

to infer stability directly from these features. From a large study with 1,249

healthy participants, Tienoven et al. [224] reported that the mean SRM socre

for a healthy population is close to 3.5 — halfway between very unstable (SRM

score 0) and perfectly stable (SRM score 7). For labeling stability status in this

dataset, I used the same threshold of “normal social rhythm”. That is, I labeled

SRM scores < 3.5 as unstable states and scores ≥ 3.5 as stable states. This is a

binary classification problem with two different classes (stable and unstable).

For modeling, I used SVM (Support Vector Machine). For training, I used the

same set of features as in the regression task. Based on 10-fold cross validation,

this model achieves high accuracy with a precision score of 0.85 and recall of

0.86.

Feature Ranking Weight
Distance traveled 1st 1.56 × 10−2

Cluster frequency 2nd 3.27 × 10−3

Non-sedentary duration 3rd −3.79 × 10−4

Conversation frequency 4th 7.69 × 10−5

Table 5.3: Ranking of feature importance for the stable and unstable status
classification using recursive feature elimination (RFE). It also
shows weights assigned to features in a support vector machine
using a linear kernel.

I also did feature ranking to better understand the impact of each feature
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on the model. Specifically, I used Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [90]. As

I have mentioned before (Chapter 4), RFE calculates feature ranking in subse-

quent steps. At each step, a model is trained on the complete dataset and the

feature least contributing to the model is discarded. This continues till there

is only one feature left which is considered as the most important one. The

ranked features and associate weights quantifying the impact on the model is

shown in Table 5.3. In this dataset, the location based features (i.e., cluster and

total distance traveled) are the most important ones for predicting stability in

bipolar disorder. This is consistent with findings from a number of previous

studies that have also identified location based features to be useful indicators

of mental health states [35].

Further, I also calculated class probability estimates which provides more

granular information about model performance compared to just prediction

outputs. Probability estimates associated with model prediction are easily in-

terpretable and can be particularly helpful in conveying uncertainty of a sta-

tistical model. As such, these probability scores can help clinicians in making

informed decisions, particularly for borderline cases. For example, clinicians

can choose to collect more data for prediction outputs with high uncertainty to

avoid potential cost associated with misclassification.

For calculating the probability distribution associated with model outputs,

I used Platt scaling [180]. This method fits a logistic regression model using

the classifier outputs for calculating associated probability. After performing

Platt scaling, I found that 75.89% of correctly classified labels have a probability

≥ 0.7. In other words, the model has high confidence for the majority of the

predictions. This finding shows that the model is quite robust for this dataset.
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5.4 Discussion

For patients with bipolar disorder, monitoring and maintaining circadian sta-

bility is crucial for reducing the risk of relapse. In this chapter, I have described

MoodRhythm — a phone application that can passively monitor circadian sta-

bility and social rhythms of patients. Based on data from 7 patients with bipolar

disorder over 4 weeks, I found that the models using passively sensed features

can accurately distinguish between stable and unstable states. The confidence

scores associated with the prediction outputs further show that the model is

quite robust for this dataset. The ability to monitor and predict circadian dis-

ruptions in mental health patients can significantly broaden the scope of circa-

dian computing. Towards this, I will describe the implications of these findings

from a broader perspective of mental health care and circadian computing. I

will also point out some of the limitations of this study and how future work

can address those issues.

5.4.1 Implications and Opportunities

Given that there is no cure for bipolar disorder, it requires lifelong management

and constant vigilance against relapse onset. As mentioned above, interven-

tions targeting circadian and social rhythm stability can be an effective tool in

this case. However, the existing clinical tools are inadequate for tracking and

maintaining circadian stability and social rhythms over a long period of time.

For example, while using the paper-and-pencil based SRM, patients can forget

to complete entries. Also, there is no way to recover lost records. Its reliance on

individual’s ability to recall events can pose serious challenges in maintaining
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data quality and coverage, particularly when a patient is in manic or depres-

sive phase. As a result, the existing tools often do not capture the subtle cues of

behavioral and contextual patterns that might indicate relapse onset. In this sec-

tion, I will describe how the findings from this study can help to overcome these

limitations. I will also point out that being able to passively sense circadian sta-

bility can help identify early-warning signs, which can lead to preemptive care

instead of reactive care.

Granular and Longitudinal Tracking

The methods and models describe in this chapter is a significant step towards

more granular tracking while keeping the user burden low. These methods do

not require any user involvement. They also do not rely on individual’s ability

to recall events. Moreover, the increasing sensing capabilities of phones means

that the monitoring of behavioral and contextual patterns can be more compre-

hensive compared to current clinical tools. The first version of SRM had 17 items

[75] but was reduced to 5-items given that it is very difficult to manually track

so many items on a daily basis. A phone based method, on the other hand, can

track a wider array of behaviors and contexts without adding any user burden.

As a result, the methods and models described in this chapter are not lim-

ited to just five SRM items. Indeed, these methods can be used to track a large

number of behavioral and contextual cues to identify person specific markers

of circadian and social rhythms instability. For example, for some patients the

change in online behavior can indicate relapse onset, while for others offline be-

haviors like conversation frequency and distance traveled might provide more

insights. A passive and unobtrusive way of sensing makes monitoring of such
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diverse arrays of behavioral patterns feasible for a large population of patients.

Moreover, the sensing methods described here also address the limitations of

existing tools when it comes to longitudinal tracking. Given that these methods

do not rely on user inputs, they can be particularly useful when a patient is very

symptomatic. It is quite unlikely that a patient will remember to complete SRM

items when suffering from depression or being in a manic phase. However, the

behavioral cues during these periods can provide invaluable insights into the

idiosyncratic patterns of illness. A passive and automated sensing method, on

the other hand, can keep collecting data even when a patient has relapsed. Such

data can be very useful for both immediate interventions and long term clinical

planning.

Preemptive Care and Intervention

Being able to collect data over long period of time will also help to identify in-

dividualized warning signs. That is, if we have data about behavioral trends

before and during a relapse, it is possible to identify how relapse onset man-

ifests in changing these trends for a patient. In other words, this will help in

identifying personalized early-warning signs that can be used to prevent re-

lapse onset in the future. For example, the gradual decrease in conversation

frequency over time might indicate that the onset of depressive state for a pa-

tient. Such early detection of relapse signatures would enable preemptive care

— allowing clinical help even before the relapse happens. Furthermore, un-

derstanding individualized symptom cues will enable patients and clinicians to

come up with a more effective personalized treatment plan.
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The existing clinical practices and tools are also severely limited when it

comes to timely intervention. Indeed, the delay between patients completing

SRM entries and clinicians having access to them can be more than ideal. The

sensing method and inference models presented in this chapter can make it sig-

nificantly easier for timely feedback from the clinicians by identifying and shar-

ing markers of disruptions in real-time. Moreover, beyond just being a tracking

tool, phones themselves can be an effective intervention delivery method —

providing care whenever patients need it and wherever they need it.

Beyond Bipolar Disorder

In addition to bipolar disorder, SRM has been used in a number of other clinical

conditions. Campos et al. [34] used SRM to quantify regularity of daily activi-

ties in stroke patients. Câmara et al. [33] used it for tracking lifestyle regularities

of patients with Parkinson’s disease. Similarly, Schimitt et al. [204] used SRM

for identifying the correlation between chronobiological variables and charac-

teristics of juvenile myoclonic epilepsy. SRM has been used for measuring the

rhythmicity of daily behaviors among patients with anxiety disorder [208] and

unipolar depression [47] as well.

As such, the methods and findings presented in this chapter potentially ap-

ply to these clinical conditions as well. Indeed, given that these studies used

SRM mostly for tracking stability in daily activities, the predictive model for au-

tomatically inferring SRM scores would be useful for these conditions as well.

Overall, I believe that having a passive and unobtrusive method for assessing

stability would greatly enhance the practicality of SRM and IPSRT as a clinical

tool and a research instrument.
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5.4.2 Limitations

The findings in this study are based on a small set of participants. The study

population was also not balanced in terms of gender and age group. It would

be useful to replicate these findings over a larger and more diverse patient

population. In particular, future work should investigate whether younger pa-

tients have significantly different behavioral markers during stable and unstable

states compared to this study population. Also, the study duration was rela-

tively short with 4 weeks of data collection. It will be useful to investigate how

these models perform over a long period of time.

For logistical reasons, the patients did not use their own phones during the

study. This might have resulted in departure from normal phone use behav-

iors of a patient. Also, this requirement of carrying another phone can have

significant impact in adherence to study protocol for a longitudinal study. For

example, patients might forget to carry or charge the study phone. This would

result in data gaps regarding user behaviors and contexts. For future studies, I

would thus recommend using participants’ own phones whenever possible for

monitoring behavioral markers.

During the recruitment, our research team only considered euthymic pa-

tients. This is due to the fact that adherence to study protocol (and SRM track-

ing) can be very low during manic and depressive phases. Future work should

investigate how behavioral markers change for a relapsing patient. In particu-

lar, it will be useful to compare the performance of the models across euthymic,

manic, and depressed states.

I only focused on assessing and predicting SRM scores in this study. There
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is an opportunity to extend these findings to include social activities as well.

Specifically, a patient tends to be less socially active during depressed states and

much more socially involved during a manic episode. Future studies should

investigate whether the model performance improves significantly by taking

social activity features into consideration.

The findings from this study regarding passive assessment of social rhythms

and circadian stability addressed a number of limitations of existing clinical

tools. However, it is worth considering whether a completely automated sys-

tem might impact the therapeutic process. Indeed, there is a potential risk that

positive therapeutic elements associated with self-tracking — for example, hav-

ing a sense of involvement in treatment and control over one’s illness — might

be lost in a completely passive sensing system. This might be particularly true

for automated systems replacing SRM given that it is both a measurement of

stability and a tool for helping patients structure their days.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, I described a passive and unobtrusive method to infer SRM

scores — a clinically validated marker of stability in bipolar disorder. Based

on data from 7 patients over 4 weeks, I showed that the model using passively

sensed data as features can accurately distinguish between stable and unstable

states with a precision of 0.85 and recall of 0.86. Further, the confidence score

associated with prediction outputs also showed that the model was quite robust

for this dataset.

Given that maintaining circadian and social rhythm stability is a key as-
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pect of disease management for patients with bipolar disorder, the findings pre-

sented here can have considerable impact on clinical care. In particular, being

able to passively and unobtrusively monitor stability in patients will potentially

result in more accurate and granular data over longer periods of time while

significantly lowering user burden. The model presented here can be further

extended to detect personalized early warning signs based on collected behav-

ioral and contextual cues. Furthermore, circadian-aware tools based on these

findings could open up novel ways to provide interventions.

Overall, these methods and findings extend the scope of Circadian Com-

puting specifically in the context of mental health. Circadian-aware tools as

presented here can significantly help not only in illness monitoring but also en-

abling preemptive care that focuses on circadian stability of patients with men-

tal illness.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

In this concluding chapter of the dissertation, I aim to be introspective as

well as forward-looking. Throughout this dissertation, I have don the hat of a

technologist, with a focus on design, development, and deployment. However,

I strongly believe that as a technologist it is also my responsibility to explore

the other side — the potential unintended consequences that might result from

the broad vision presented here. For this, I will start summarizing the previous

chapters and then point out how these findings provide the foundation of Circa-

dian Computing. Then, I will take a critical look at the key assumptions behind

Circadian Computing to identify limitations and potential sources of tension. I

will also offer concrete strategies to balance the trade-offs to maximize the bene-

fits for our health and well-being. In the second half of this chapter, I aim to look

forward to identify potential opportunities for Circadian Computing. In partic-

ular, I will focus on better modeling of circadian disruptions using novel data

sources and sensors, intervention strategies for circadian stability, and potential

application of circadian-aware tools across a range of domains.

6.1 Summary of Prior Chapters

In Chapter 1, I set the stage for this dissertation by introducing the concept of

Circadian Computing. I described the critical role circadian rhythms plays in

our overall health and well-being. However, the existing tools for monitoring

circadian stability are severely limited; specifically, when it comes to tracking

in the wild. I pointed out that ubiquitous technologies can help address these

issues. Indeed, over the years, ubiquitous computing researchers have worked
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on developing pervasive technologies for better health, greater productivity and

improved well-being. However, they have mostly ignored the role of our innate

biological rhythms — one of the most critical components when it comes to our

health and cognitive performance. I explained how Circadian Computing aims

to bridge this critical gap by developing circadian-aware technologies across a

wide range of application domains.

In Chapter 2, I contextualized this dissertation in relevant prior work. I

provided the theoretical background explaining how circadian systems main-

tain periodicity by using environmental cues like light exposure. I also intro-

duced a number of terminologies and vocabularies used in the remainder of

this discussion. Furthermore, I detailed the current findings connecting circa-

dian system to our health and well-being, particularly in the context of sleep,

metabolism, performance, and mental health issues. Then, I described existing

methods to measure circadian disruptions including biological markers (e.g.,

core body temperature), physiological markers (e.g., actigraphy data), and self-

report measurements (e.g., MCTQ). I also identified several limitations of these

tools when the goal is in-situ and longitudinal monitoring. I argued that per-

vasive technologies based on phones and wearables can address some of these

limitations and extend the prior findings from the controlled environment of a

lab to real-world setups.

In Chapter 3, I described such a system for passive monitoring of circadian

disruptions that leverages phone usage patterns. My collaborators and I de-

ployed the system for 97 days over 9 participants. Based on this data, I showed

that the proposed method can accurately infer sleep onset and duration, chrono-

type, as well as markers of circadian disruptions including social jet lag, and
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sleep inertia. I also explained how these findings enable granular and longitu-

dinal monitoring of circadian stability and as such, lead to a critical aspect of

Circadian Computing.

In Chapter 4, I focused on the relationship between circadian rhythms and

cognitive performance. Our cognitive abilities wax and wane over the time of

a day. For example, alertness, which is crucial for our physical and cognitive

performance, strongly reflects circadian rhythms. In this chapter, I specifically

aimed to model the ebb and flow of alertness in the wild. For this, I first helped

to developed a data collection framework and deploy it among 40 participants

over 20 days. Based on the collected data, I showed that a number of circadian

(e.g., chronotype and time of a day) and external environmental (e.g., Daylight

Savings Time transition) factors can significantly impact alertness levels. Lever-

aging these insights, I then developed models that can passively and unobtru-

sively predict one’s alertness level using circadian and environmental data.

Given the role of alertness in almost every aspect of cognitive performance,

these findings have potentially far reaching positive impacts. In particular, I

noted how these findings could result in circadian-aware tools focusing on pre-

venting occupational errors and transportation accidents. Furthermore, given

the relationship between alertness, learning and memory, these findings can

fundamentally reshape educational tools.

In Chapter 5, I focused on broadening the scope of Circadian Computing to

mental health care. Circadian and sleep disruptions have been associated with

a number of mental illnesses. Specifically, circadian stability is crucial for ill-

ness management of patients with bipolar disorder. However, existing clinical

tools for monitoring such disruptions are often unable to collect granular and
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longitudinal data. In addition, their efficacy at delivering interventions for sta-

bility is typically low. This can significantly hinder clinical decision making and

ultimately result in sub-optimal illness management. In this chapter, I aimed

to address these issues. Specifically, I focused on the design, development and

evaluation of MoodRhythm — a phone application that uses sensor data to pas-

sively infer circadian stability in bipolar disorder. Based on data from 7 patients

over 4 weeks, I showed that the proposed data-driven methods can accurately

infer key markers of stability in patients with bipolar disorder. These findings

reaffirm the potential roles Circadian Computing can play in healthcare. Specif-

ically, circadian-aware tools can reshape the mental healthcare from reactive to

preemptive by identifying early-warning signs. These tools can also help novel

forms of intervention and relapse prevention.

In the following sections, I will connect the dots and reflect on the body of

work presented so far. I will also discuss opportunities for future work.

6.2 Considerations

Throughout this dissertation, I have focused on positive aspects of circadian-

aware tools in our daily lives, health, and well-being. However, any broad vi-

sion of technology as presented here will have unintended consequences. In

this section, I will aim to identify these blind-spots. Specifically, I will go over

the key assumptions and promises of Circadian Computing to identify potential

limitations and need for trade-offs. I hope this section will encourage a balanced

and conscientious approach to the future development in the realm of Circadian

Computing.
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6.2.1 The Contradictory Roles of Technology

In this dissertation, I have developed new technologies and methodologies with

a focus on understanding and ensuring circadian stability. In particular, I have

extensively used sensor-rich phones for collecting data. I have also proposed

to use these devices as a delivery medium for in-situ interventions. However,

it is worth noting that use of these very devices can precipitate sleep and circa-

dian disruptions. For example, Chang et al. [41] reported that evening use of

these light emitting devices delays circadian clock and reduces duration of REM

sleep.

These issues are further compounded by the fact that modern technologies

often aim to keep the participants “hooked” over a long period of time [235].

In other words, users are heavily incentivized to keep using these devices and

services. However, such frequent engagements with these devices can result in

negative consequences. A number of studies have found that late night phone

and media device use result in poor sleep quality and excessive daytime sleepi-

ness [38]. Device use at night can negatively impact alertness [41] and job per-

formance [127] next day as well.

The negative aspects of device use can be particularly problematic for young

adults given their wide adoption of technology. In 2015, Hysing et al. [105]

conducted a large cross-sectional population based study consisting of 9,846

adolescents and found that frequent device use is significantly associated with

sleep onset latency and sleep deficiency. This is consistent with findings from

other studies as well [70]. Beyond sleep, over-reliance on these devices has also

been associated with mental health issues including stress and depression [218].
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In light of this, it is important to ensure that Circadian Computing does not

exacerbate these issues. The sensing algorithms I have presented in Chapter

3 and 4 rely on such consistent use of devices. That is, these algorithms work

because we are hooked to our phones — often phone checking is the first activity

we perform after getting up and the last activity before going to sleep. Future

sensing methods would do well to make sure that their accuracy is not tied to

potentially problematic use of devices and technologies. One way of achieving

that would be to make use of multi-modal sensor data by combining behavioral

and environmental features together. For example, instead of just using phone

patterns, Circadian Computing can leverage energy usage data to identify long-

term sleep patterns and circadian disruption trends over a large geographical

area [23].

The other related challenge here is to design interventions that are effective

but do not add to issues mentioned previously. In particular, interventions fo-

cusing on circadian stability and optimal scheduling will need to be personal-

ized and data driven. In most cases, interventions also need to be in-situ. From

a technical perspective, these requirements are well-addressed by phones and

wearables. However, leveraging these devices for delivering interventions for

circadian stability will require careful design to ensure that they do not encour-

age sustained device use.

The current notification system used by phones and wearables might not

be appropriate for this purpose. Phone notifications can be too distracting and

disrupting [214]. Kushlev et al. [123] found that these notifications can lead

to hyperactivity symptoms which are associated with Attention Deficit Hy-

peractivity Disorder (ADHD). As such, for intervention, Circadian Computing
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should focus on providing users with actionable suggestions from the periph-

ery. For example, instead of using distracting notifications, such a system can

passively provide useful information about one’s alertness rhythm by changing

background color of the phone screen. Such careful design considerations for

user engagement along with a bottom-up approach for circadian-aware devices

(described below) can result in a more positive and balanced relation with the

our personal devices.

Successful adoption of novel technologies often requires careful design con-

siderations that balance different trade-offs. Circadian Computing will be no

different. Designers and developers of circadian-aware technologies need to be

particularly conscientious about unintended consequences given their potential

impact on health and well-being. Towards that, I hope that the above section

will serve as a guideline and a conversation starter. Being mindful about the

limitations and potential “blind-spots” can only help to make Circadian Com-

puting a reality.

6.3 Future Opportunities

Now, I will look forward and identify future opportunities for Circadian Com-

puting. That is, where can we go from here? Which application domains will be specif-

ically benefited from incorporating circadian perspectives? How can we improve the

accuracy of methods for identifying individualized circadian trends? In this section, I

will answer these questions and detail future directions that I find particularly

compelling.
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6.3.1 Novel Sensing for Granular Assessment

In this dissertation, I have described methods for assessing sleep and circadian

disruptions. However, this is just the beginning. I believe there are some excit-

ing opportunities to develop novel sensing methods for more granular tracking

of circadian stability at a population level. Towards this, future work should

take advantage of wearable devices. In recent years, we have seen an exciting

number of novel wearables aiming to track different aspects of behavior and

health metrics. Data from these wearables can certainly help to better monitor

one’s circadian trends.

In particular, being able to quantify light exposure will be very useful in

modeling and predicting one’s circadian rhythms. There has been some inter-

esting development in recent years to identify and monitor light exposure. For

example, Koo et al. [118] used meteorological satellite images to infer outdoor

artificial light exposure at night over a large geographical area. However, this

method is limited to aggregated population and thus can not be used to infer

individual exposure to light.

A number of wearable light sensors have been developed to track individual

light exposure as well. For example, Actiwatch Spectrum [176] is a commercial

product that can be worn on the wrist. However, given that circadian system is

sensitive to light through our eyes, the data from these wrist-worn devices might

not be very accurate. For a more accurate assessment, Bierman et al. [24] have

developed Daysimeter — a small wearable device with better photometric per-

formance [68]. Using light exposure data in combination with sleep information

can help not only to identify circadian disruptions but also point out the factors

responsible for such disruptions.
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Similarly, food intake can also impact our circadian system [234]. Data about

meal timing, thus, can help in modeling one’s circadian phase. A number of re-

cent work has focused on tracking food intake. leveraging self-reporting, video

monitoring, force sensors, and wearable devices [230]. Future sensing work

within Circadian Computing should take advantage of these methodologies.

Beyond these existing wearables, there are also opportunities to develop

novel bio-sensors. These bio-sensors could directly track physiological markers

to infer circadian phase. For example, cortisol — a steroid hormone — dis-

tinctively reflects circadian rhythm [207]. Bio-sensors measuring cortisol over

time, thus, can provide granular information about one’s circadian phase. To-

wards this goal, my collaborators and I have recently started working on a sali-

vary cortisol detection method. Bio-sensors that can accurately detect mela-

tonin from saliva could also be used for accurate assessment of circadian phase

[188]. Furthermore, recent studies have used gene expressions to predict cir-

cadian phase [103, 5]. Future work could potentially extend this work for a

minimally-invasive but accurate method for monitoring circadian patterns.

Overall, I believe that there are some exciting opportunities to develop novel

sensing methods that would significantly improve our ability to track one’s cir-

cadian phase. These methods would help to extend and complement current

goals of Circadian Computing.

6.3.2 Fixing a Broken Clock: Sleep and Circadian Interventions

Effective interventions focusing on sleep and circadian stability could have a

significant positive impact on health and well-being at a population scale. In
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recent years, both academic and industrial research have focused on improv-

ing various aspects of individual’s sleep. However, it is imperative to consider

circadian factors and the effect of zeitgebers in this context. In particular, in-

terventions that only focus on sleep disturbances might be merely treating the

symptoms of a misaligned circadian system but not the underlying causes. In-

deed, Schroeder et al. [206] argued that sleep problems are often caused by

poor “circadian hygiene”. Circadian Computing, thus, can address these issues

by providing a holistic approach, which considers circadian factors, chronotype

information, and sleep patterns. In the following section, I will point out how

circadian-aware technologies could enable effective environmental and lifestyle

interventions to stabilize a disrupted circadian system.

Light Exposure

Light is one of the most important zeitgebers. Exposure to light can significantly

shift circadian timing [114]. In particular, even low-intensity light at evening

and early night can significantly delay circadian phase [248]. Controlling light

exposure is thus crucial to maintain circadian hygiene. However, the ever-

increasing use of artificial light at night can significantly disrupt our circadian

system [49]. The rise of light emitting electronic devices also poses serious chal-

lenges for a user to maintain circadian hygiene. For example, Chang et al. [41]

reported that use of light emitting electronic devices before bed-time results in

delayed circadian phase, increased sleep latency, and impaired morning alert-

ness.

Circadian Computing can help to address these issues. In recent years, we

have seen softwares that automatically change light intensity of electronic de-
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vices at night (e.g., f.lux [69], Night Shift [9]). There is an opportunity to push

this idea further to a circadian friendly smart-home environment. That is, Circa-

dian Computing can integrate the so called light therapy in most aspects of our

daily lives. Specifically, I think a dynamic light system in home environment

that minimizes negative impacts of light exposure can be particularly useful.

For example, instead of having a static light system, a dynamic light system will

change its intensity and color to better accommodate one’s circadian profile.

Such a system will not only be limited to light composition and intensity at

nights. Schroeder et al. [206] pointed out the need for greater variance between

day and night light exposure for robust circadian stability. A number of recent

studies have also pointed out that using blue light in the morning can help in

sleep and circadian stability [158, 83]. A circadian-aware environment can facil-

itate such appropriate exposure throughout the day (e.g., light intensity in the

environment following the Sun). Indeed, in a recent work, Rea et al. [185] ar-

gued for adopting circadian considerations when planning lighting conditions

in architectural spaces.

These systems do not need to be limited to one’s home. Appropriate light

exposure can improve productivity, mood, and sleep quality of office workers

[220, 67]. Dynamic lighting system has also been shown to improve academic

performance of the students [18]. Circadian-aware systems could be particu-

larly useful for hospitality industry. Imagine your hotel providing a personalized

light exposure based on your circadian profile to minimize your jet lag.
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Chrono-nutrition

For a significant fraction of the society, food is constantly available through-

out the day. This could result in departure from traditional eating schedules.

However, inappropriate meal timing can have serious negative impacts for our

health and well-being. Based on genetic studies, Huang et al. [101] argued

that circadian system is tightly coupled with metabolic processes. Similarly,

Wehrens et al. [234] found that meal timing can influence circadian phase.

Specifically, they reported that a 5-hr delay in meal times resulted in delay in

circadian phase.

In light of these findings, I think it is feasible to develop personalized meal

scheduling that can minimize circadian disruptions. Indeed, Asher et al. [13] ar-

gued for chrono-nutrition — scheduling food intake in accordance with our bio-

logical rhythms. Circadian Computing can provide frameworks for monitoring

one’s circadian phase and then provide personalized recommendations for meal

timing. Such tools could help individuals to maintain circadian stability over a

long period of time. These tools would also be particularly useful for travel-

ers crossing time zones and shift-workers. Furthermore, such circadian-aware

meal scheduling could help to minimize risks of metabolic diseases, particularly

among shift-workers [53].

A number of recent studies have also identified exercise as a potential factor

in shifting circadian phase. Barger et al. [17] reported that exercise can cause

circadian phase delay in humans. Similar findings have been reported by other

studies as well [14, 59]. Moreover, Yamanaka et al. [244] reported that physical

exercise can help to quickly stabilize a disrupted circadian system. As such, ap-

propriate exercise duration, intensity, and timing could be used as an effective
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intervention strategy for sleep and circadian stability. To facilitate such stabi-

lization, a circadian-aware tool could provide personalized recommendation of

type and duration of exercise depending on one’s chronotype and level of dis-

ruption.

Our modern lifestyle often is incongruent with our innate biological

rhythms. This can result in circadian and sleep disruptions with significant

negative impacts on our health and well-being. Environmental and lifestyle

interventions can be effective for maintaining a robust and stable circadian sys-

tem. Circadian Computing can provide an integrated data-driven framework

to facilitate these interventions. In this framework, the ability to continuously

sense one’s circadian phase would drive personalized, in-situ, and actionable

recommendations for reducing circadian disruptions effectively.

6.3.3 Optimizing Cognitive and Physical Performance

Our physical and cognitive processes often reflect circadian rhythms. As such,

being able to monitor these trends and identifying ways to intervene can po-

tentially help to optimize the outcome of these processes. That is, Circadian

Computing can help to optimize our cognitive and physical performance in ac-

cordance with our individualized biological rhythms.

Learning and Education

Learning, memorization, and problem solving reflect circadian rhythms [25, 31].

Recent studies have also found a relationship between circadian phase and aca-
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demic performance [113, 55]. Furthermore, circadian disruptions can adversely

affect our memory and learning capabilities [240], potentially resulting in neg-

ative academic performance. For example, based on grading data from 523

students, Zerbini et al. [249] found that late chronotypes perform significantly

worse than early chronotypes, which the authors attributed to circadian disrup-

tions resulting from early school schedules.

As such, a consideration of biological rhythms of the students could signifi-

cantly improve the efficacy of educational institutes. This would be particularly

useful for young adults (high school and college students) given that they tend

to be mostly late types. Indeed, the current school scheduling is often too early

for these students, resulting in sub-optimal memorization and learning perfor-

mances.

Circadian Computing can help to make a change in this context in two ways.

First, it can help to monitor and predict the attentional and learning rhythms of

the students. Such information can in turn help educators in making decisions

regarding the timing of particular class, learning activities, and exams. For ex-

ample, Zerbini et al. [249] reported that difference in academic performance

across chronotypes are much higher for subjects related to science compared to

humanistic or linguistic ones. Based on this finding, an educational institute

might decide to schedule science education later in the day.

Secondly, Circadian Computing can help students to make informed deci-

sions regarding their own learning and attentional rhythms. For example, be-

ing aware of one’s individualized rhythm can help a student to choose an op-

timized class scheduling. Furthermore, circadian-aware tools can also help in

active learning by customizing learning tasks depending on one’s chronotype
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and task difficulty. For example, these tools can help to better schedule tasks

with different memory recall requirements [66].

More importantly, these tools and findings are applicable beyond the tradi-

tional boundaries of academic institutes. Circadian Computing can reshape on-

line learning (e.g., Massive Open Online Courses, or MOOCs) as well. Imagine

a MOOC course not only focusing on the content but also having a personalized

scheduling of learning just for you.

Scheduling and Activity Management

Given the predictable rise and fall of our cognitive performance, I believe the

domains of task scheduling and activity management are open for significant

innovations. For example, a circadian-aware calendar could potentially reshape

how we organize our daily tasks and responsibilities. That is, how would you

schedule your day if you could predict your alertness states in advance? By taking

one’s chronotype and personalized trends of alertness, a circadian-aware cal-

endar could provide recommendations about when to schedule a task with a

given difficulty level. For example, it would recommend rote tasks (e.g., doing

laundry) in the morning and cognitively demanding tasks in the evening for a

late chronotypes. Having circadian perspective embedded in calendars — one

of the most widely used digital tools — can also help to raise awareness about

individualized circadian rhythms.

These tools can facilitate better collaboration as well. Given the increasingly

global and distributed nature of our workforce, being able to identify collabo-

rators with synchronized alertness profiles can be very useful. For example, a
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late chronotype from the West Coast would be a good match with an early type

from the East Coast for collaboration. Similarly, these tools could also enable

collaborative scheduling. That is, instead of just using mutual availability as

a criteria, circadian-aware tools could also consider individualized rhythms of

alertness for scheduling collaborative tasks.

Accident Prevention

Circadian Computing can reduce the risk of industrial and transportational ac-

cidents. Specifically, alertness and fatigue issues have been associated with oc-

cupational and driving safety. According to the National Transportation Safety

Board (NTSB) 30% of all road accident fatalities in the US involve fatigue and

sleepiness [161]. Given that alertness is a circadian process, circadian disruption

can significantly increase the risk of accidents [174]. Indeed, transportational ac-

cident patterns reflect a circadian cycle with major peaks around 2 AM, 6 AM,

and 4 PM [100]. Industrial accidents also show similar patterns [71].

As such, technologies able to track and predict individualized variations in

circadian processes like alertness can significantly reduce the risk of these acci-

dents. In critical cases, these tools could not only monitor one’s alertness but

also provide in-situ recommendations and interventions to sustain it. There has

been some recent work in preventing fatigue in aviation and flight operations

[32]. Circadian Computing can extend these countermeasures to other domains

as well.
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Higher Level Cognitive Functionalities

Alertness is a key biological process that underpins a number of higher level

cognitive functionings. For example, two phases of creative ability — diver-

gent and convergent thinking — have different attentional requirements. That

is, divergent thinking requires defocused attention while convergent thinking re-

quires focused attention. Facilitating focused and defocused attention, thus, can

improve different stages of creative ability. Towards this goal, circadian inter-

ventions can be particularly useful.

Specifically, our circadian system is sensitive to blue light (in 460 – 480 nm

wavelength range) [15]. Blue light has shown to improve a number of cognitive

processes including alertness and concentration [166, 157]. Indeed, Bevan et al.

[21] found blue light to be more effective than caffeine for enhancing alertness.

Based on these findings, I have used blue light as an intervention to improve

convergent thinking and creative ability [1]. In this preliminary study, partic-

ipants used a blue light source with a spectral wavelength range of 475 – 480

nm for 20 minutes. Based on data from 21 participants over 2 weeks, I found

that blue light exposure significantly improved the convergent thinking ability

of the participants.

I believe similar circadian interventions can also be applicable for other high-

level cognitive functions. Schmidt et al. [205] reported that processes underpin-

ning human cognition often can be influenced by circadian factors. As such,

Circadian Computing can not only help to identify the opportune timing for

these cognitive processes (“a time to think”) but also provide interventions to

optimize our cognitive abilities.
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6.3.4 Clinical Applications

Bringing circadian perspectives to clinical applications is one of the most

promising future directions of Circadian Computing. Circadian-aware tools can

be applied across a wide range of clinical applications including mental health

care, diagnostic testing, and medication delivery.

Mental Health Care

Mental health is an urgent global issue. More than 450 million people around

the globe suffer from mental illnesses [167]. However, existing health care sys-

tems are inadequate to address these issues. Indeed, the global planned annual

spending on mental health is less than $2 per person; in low-income countries,

the amount is less than $0.25 per person [169]. As a result, we need technology

mediated systems that can complement current health care infrastructure. In

other words, we need an end-to-end framework that can support mental health

patients and clinicians. Such a framework should do early-detection, in-situ

intervention, and provide long term support for the patients. The tools and

methodologies developed by Circadian Computing can significantly help in de-

veloping such frameworks.

Specifically, a growing number of research studies have linked circadian dis-

ruptions with mental illnesses including bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and

depression [173, 96]. As such, being able to monitor circadian disruptions and

provide appropriate interventions for circadian stability can be crucial in the

context of mental health care. In particular, longitudinal monitoring of circa-

dian stability can help to identify departure of a patient from a stable state. This
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would help to develop early-warning systems that could identify personalized

cues of relapse onset. In other words, circadian-aware tools that use behav-

ioral and contextual data for longitudinal passive sensing can usher the mental

health care systems from being reactive to preemptive — enabling clinical help

even before the onset of relapse.

Similarly, Circadian Computing can help to identify effective and personal-

ized interventions that would improve long-term prognosis of a patient. For

example, circadian disruption can precipitate manic or depressive phase onset

in bipolar disorder. Lifestyle tools focusing on sustaining stability, thus, can

significantly help to prevent relapse onset. Similar tools could be crucial for de-

mentia, depression, and PTSD since these illnesses have been associated with

circadian disruption as well [241]. Indeed, future work will do well to extend

tools like MoodRhythm (described in Chapter 5) that can collect behavioral and

contextual data, and then provide data-driven personalized recommendations

to patients for maintaining circadian stability. These tools will also allow clini-

cians to provide in-situ interventions and, thus, closing the gap between relapse

onset and treatment delivery.

Chronotherapy

I am particularly excited about chronotherapy — an emerging field in medicine,

which focuses on optimizing health outcomes by aligning treatment steps with

our biological rhythms [213]. Such alignment of medication dosage and tim-

ing can result in significant clinical improvements. For example, chronother-

apy based cancer medication has been shown to be 50% more effective [131].

However, current clinical practice does not take our circadian information into
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consideration. This is often due to the difficulty in adapting treatment steps to

inter-individual differences.

Circadian Computing could make a difference here by addressing these is-

sues to enable chronotherapy in a scalable way. For example, bio-sensors that

can track cortisol level from saliva can be used for identifying one’s circadian

phase at any given time. Such information could potentially be useful to de-

termine optimized timing for medications. Similarly, chronotherapy will also

change the way we take our medications. It would be personalized and will de-

pend on the phase of our internal rhythms. As such, personalized assistive sys-

tem in this regard would be particularly useful for anyone taking medications.

Towards this, Circadian Computing could work on assistive systems similar to

Siri [8] or Google Now [86], which will be based on one’s circadian profile to

improve medication outcomes.

Similarly, Circadian Computing can also improve accuracy of a wide range

of diagnostic tests. Symptom intensity of a number of medical conditions reflect

circadian rhythms. For example, Smolensky et al. [212] reported that symptom

intensity of allergic rhinitis (AR) and bronchial asthma show a diurnal pattern.

Similarly, gout [93], Biliary colic [191], and peptic ulcer attacks [153] also show

circadian rhythms with worsen symptoms during the night. Our cardiovascu-

lar system follows circadian rhythm as well [130]. For example, sudden car-

diac death [45], stroke [62], acute myocardial infarction [156], and congestive

heart failure [245] peak during the morning. Tests using blood pressure and

heart rate, thus, should take this circadian variation in consideration. Similarly,

the test outcome for glucose tolerating [250], hematology, coagulation, and hor-

mone [219] might depend on the timing of the test.
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As such, being able to monitor circadian phase of a patient could not only

improve the accuracy of these tests but also enhance the efficacy of medications.

For example, Circadian Computing could suggest how one’s circadian phase

should be taken into consideration while interpreting data from a diagnostic

test. Similarly, it could assist clinicians and patients to identify best time for

medication intake that would optimize the outcome. Overall, I believe that in

next few decades, we will see a dramatic shift in medicine that will focus more

on circadian aspects of medication and diagnosis. Circadian Computing could

facilitate this shift by bringing research findings to in-practice care.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

In modern society, humans no longer need to live according to the position of

the sun. Technologies, availability of lighting, and social conventions are in-

creasingly disrupting the traditional temporal boundaries. However, our innate

biological clocks still tick with a 24 hour periodicity — reflecting the tempo-

ral cues consistent throughout our evolutionary history. The resulting circadian

rhythms shape almost every neurobehavioral processes including sleeping, cog-

nitive and physical performance, metabolism, and mood. Circadian stability is,

thus, critical to our overall health and well-being. Consistent circadian disrup-

tion can have serious consequences with an increased risk for cancer, obesity, di-

abetes, and relapse onset in patients with mental illnesses. Moreover, circadian

disruption can also severely impair our alertness and cognitive performance

contributing to loss of productivity in workplace and occupational accidents.

As such, continuous assessment of circadian disruption is important for both
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individual well-being and public health. Recently there has been an increased

focus on monitoring and identifying disruptions in circadian rhythms. How-

ever, these methods and findings are often limited to controlled lab environ-

ments leaving a gap in knowledge and applicability when it comes to real-

world setups. As such, there is an explicit and urgent need for the development

of technologies that can assess and monitor circadian disruptions in-situ, over

long periods of time, and on a global scale. There is also an opportunity for de-

veloping intervention tools for maintaining circadian stability with applications

ranging from optimizing performance in accordance with our innate biological

rhythms to preventing relapse onset in patients with mental illnesses.

My dissertation is a leading step towards this broad and novel vision of

circadian-aware technologies. In my PhD work, I have laid the groundwork

for Circadian Computing — technologies that support and adapt to our innate

biological rhythms. Specifically, I have developed and evaluated methods for

unobtrusively assessing circadian disruptions. I have also showed that behav-

ioral and contextual data can be used for modeling and predicting alertness — a

circadian process integral to our cognitive performance. I have also developed,

deployed, and evaluated a data driven tool focusing on identifying circadian

anomalies in patients with bipolar disorder.

With this groundwork in place, I believe that there is an exciting opportu-

nity lying ahead for Circadian Computing. I have pointed out how circadian-

aware technologies can potentially reshape a number of application domains

including education and learning, optimized scheduling, mental health care,

and chronotherapy. I hope this dissertation provides a road map for a new

perspective in technology development and contributes to the shared effort of
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improving our productivity, health, and well-being.
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